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THE RESERVE ADVOCATE
Contains all Catron County Official Proceedings

Only Newspaper Published in County

RESERVE, NET MEXICO,

VOLUMN I.

Official Newsper

SATURDAY JULY 16, 1921.

State and County
NUMBER 14.

L. B. Moore,
Green's Gap, N. M.,
rangements.
N. M., elevaron en propiedad peren pro. per.
elevado
2,655.00
sonal
the
Board
3,365.00
Thereupon
adjourned
until July 22nd, 1921 at 10 o'clock El cuerpo se prro rogo hasta Julio Mrs. Green, Estado, Greon's Gap, N.
M elevado en pro. per.
A. M or subject to the call of th
1,870.00
6a las 9 de la nianana.
El cuerpo se rreunio estando pre- S. C. Christcnson al culdado de Bald
chairman.
win Bros., Magdalena elevado en prosentes como antes.
O
Board of County Commissioners of
Olfiicial Transcript of the Transactions of
El rretorno de Gregorio Jiron fue priedad Raiz 960 acres y propriedad
Julio 2, A. 1)., 1921
905.00
elevado en pro. per.
the preliminary Meeting, April 20,
Catron County, New Mexico,
1,000.00 personal, a $40.00
El Cuerpo de Comicionados de
El rretorno de Ira Swizer, Quemado, Antonio Armijo y Gallegos, Datll, N.
del Condado de Catron se rreu1921, and of the Regular July, 1921, Term. ,
N. M., en pro. per.
2,000.00 M., elevado en pro! per.
nio en session rregular, hoy dia
El rretorno de Abran Montano,
Flint, Green's Gap, N. M., eled eJulio, 1921.
Haviendo estado
N. M., reducido en por. 920.00
vado en propriedad Raiz 480.00
next
ed
Estate
on
W.
Real
THE
2,000.00
SESSION
the
Anastacio
Baca
OP
J
until
presentes,
the salary pending
PRELIMINARY,
y
El rretorno de Nation Land & Cattle
Flint, Green's Gap, N. M., eleGila MercantiL Co.,' Aragon, N. M., Jones comicionados, El S. S. J. Kid
BOARD OP COUNTY COMMIS- meeting.
Co.1, El Paso, Tex., elevado
1,995.00
3,000.00 vado en pro. per.
700.00 der ausente por enfermedad, A. T,
SION KRS OF CATRON COUNTY,
The Board instructed the clerk to raised on Real Estate
El rretorno de Frank Grey, Que- Edd Dickens, Green's Gap, N. M., ele
reN.
AttorM.,
Amado Aragon, Aragon,
Chavez Escrtvano, Leandro Baca,
NEW MEXICO.
ask the advice of the District
700.00
mado, N. M., 'elevado en propiedad vado en pro. per.
870.00 Alguacil Mayor.
ney in regard to the sale of the Bonds ducedon per. pro.
April ,80th, 1921
El cuerpo se prrogo hasta Julio 8,
,
4,220.00
personal
,
N.'
M.,
El
mo
of
Indebtedness.
una
Baca
Comicionado
hlso
Melquiadesi Aragon, Aragon,
The Board of County Commission and Certificates
El cuerpo e prrorogo hasta la 1. P. el cuerpo se rreunuio todos presentes
3,000.00 clon de que el Sr. W. J. Jones actu- The Board adjourned until l 'raised on Real Estate
fers for Catron County met in a pre- M. .El cuerpo se rreunio segun su como antes.
Los comicionados Anas
'
N.
L.
M.
como
James
P.
New
Presidents
Hubbell,
ara
Me"
o'clock
Albuquerque,
temporarlo
llminary session at Reserve,
tacio Baca y W. J. Jones convinieron
prroroga.
1
1,500.00 Mocipn , hecha por el comicionado
The Board met at P. M., present M., raised on per. pro.
ico, this 20 day of April, A. D. 1921,
Anastacio Baca fue rreducido en pro- de no llevar acabo los pianos para
Jim Kelley, Alma, N. M., raised, on Baca de que se deverla tener un inas before.
at 9 o'clock A. M. .
69.00 la rrenovar la casa de corte segun
1,950.00 terprete oficlal, haviendo convenldo piedad personal
The County Commissioners author personal property
Upon motion made by Commiss
Baca fue elevado en pro- hechos por el arqultecto, por rrason
Anastacio
Jim Kelley, Alma, N. M., raised on el cumicionado Jones.
ioner Anastacio Baca and seconded Ized,. Treas. A. Kiehne to sell
raiz
1,200.00 de que en dichos pianos aparese un
1,040.00
En seguida so acordo de veer y piedad
Bonds for road purposes. Real Estate '
by Commissioner W. J. Jones, S, J
N. costo exorbitante. Cdnvinlero'n de
Quemado
de
Co.,
Supply
Quemado,
ir
Kidder was selected as the perma- - $15,000.00 Bonds for Court, Jull, Jacobo Jiron, Reserve, N. M., raised acordar el mejor metodo para
M. elevado en mercanclas
rremodificar sinplemente la casa de
2,500.00
960.00
tos rregistros del Condado de
etc. $15,000.00 Certificates of Indebt on personal property
net Chairman.
Quemado
Co., de Quemado, N. corte del modo mas economico que
Supply
until
Board
The
abjourned
July Socorro toda aquella parte que hallan M
J. R. Gaunt was authorized to pur edness for court fund, salary fund
se pudiera efectuar, para que suplla
elevado en Aparatos en el
chase the necessary books, blanks. and current expenses. The County 8th, 1921 at 9 A. M.
que ada en y dentro de los limetes
600.00 las nececidades de los oflciales.
rethe
del Condado de Catron. El comic
etc., same to have the approval of Commissioners passed upon
The Board met as per adjournment
Quemado Supply Co., de Quemado, N. Haciendo esto para salvar costo
ionado Anastacio Baca hiso mocion M en
the State Traveling Auditor, Whit- turns,
all present as before.
los edificos
800.00
innecesario, salvandole de
&
N.
M.,
with
lo
tHening
Datll,
to
Douglit.W
confirm
de
liarian
the ruling
tier and
que
por medio de
Juan E. Padllla, Quemado, N. M., esta manera vastante gasto al conbefore
who
Kiehne
Emll
$
appeared
75,00
raised on improvements
of the State Tax Commission.
al mas bajo postor, fljando elevado en
El comicionado Baca autorizo
50.00 dado.
pro. per
1680.00 said Board and proved that he was la fecha tie 20 dias de limeto oh ya
The owners of the Reserve Hotel George Salome, raised
Miss Christine Reuter, de Aragon, N. al comicionado Jones para que el se
y
on
raised
raised
$3,300.00
personal
D.
4
Green's
Gap,
sea Julio 22, de 1921 a las
P. M M., elevado en
were requested to submit their bids H.
Dickens,
n
250.00 encargara en cuanto a la
pro. per.
which was more than what he en cuaf las propuestas se cerraran
400.00
in writing in regard to leasing the on personal property
Stockmen Guarantee & oan Co., Ade dicho edificio en el) prion
his
cattle
fees
had
50
of
hd.
B.
on
E.
raised
paying
of
beeni
Catron.
se
El Secretario
le instrullo de que
Sanchez,
hotel to the County
lbuquerque, N. M., elevado
2,240.00 mer piso de la manera mas econom-ic- a
$1,250.00 on the reserve. The Board
las propuestas deverian de venir sell Stockmen
The following verbal agreement was cowis,
Guarantee & Loan Co., Al
El
que se pudiera efectuar.
return and deducted the adas oh traidas personal mente
400.00
had between the owners of said Re Improvements
N. M., elevado
le
a
buquerque,
Pablo
1,880.00
cuerpo
pago
Basquez
Mr.
Emll
of
on
inamount
$3,300.00
Rreservando la comicion el dere-ch- o Cruz
serve Hotel and the County Commis
Grazing land 160 acres, which
Garcia, Reserve, N. M., elevado $21.00 por limpiar la llarda y el
480.00 Kiehne return. On Mr. A. Kiehne
sioners:' That in case the County cludes his real estate
de rrechasar una u todas las en
75.00 edificio de la casa de cortes, y por
propiedad personal
re600
on
Said
Board
deducted
the
O.
N.
M.
P.
Commissioners should decide to buy
Datll,
propuestas, amas tienen el derecho Abran Sanchez, de Datil, N.
elelevantar un1 escusado, el comicionado
M.,
on
A.
T.
Chavez was raised
de rretener el 20 per cent dell tra
said building they are to pay the sum II. W. Cawart, Green's Gap, N. M., turn.
en
vado
Baca conviho de pagar dicho Sr.
Raiz
480.00
propriedad
5,895.00 Real Estate, $240.00. The return viijo rrendido, hasta que todo el
of $7500.00, payable within
years reduced by Co. Com.
Abran Sanchez, de Datil, N. M ele
los vauches para que el
reof
was
Cordova
Celso
considered,
'with interest at the rate of six per W. C. Mathews, Green's Gap, N. M.,
y completamente rren- - vado en pro.
350.00 quez de su propia bolsa hasta que
per.
1000.00 duced on Real Estate $650.00; on vajo de transcrevir halla sldo satls- cent per annum. .It was also agreed increased on personal pro.
Antonio J. Sanchez, de Datill N. M., Secretario jlrara uno por dicha
The dido. El Sr. Jones fue de acuerdo
that the rental paid up to the time C. D. Cissel, Datil, N. M., Increased personal property $2,475.00.
elevado en pro. per.
La comicion convino de
900.00
H.
Law1,000.00 Board made returns for J.
of purchase shall be applied to the on Mdse.
con lo antedicho.
Filimon' Baca, de Quemado, N. M
uno en la oficina del Sevre-stalGreens
IncreasM.
N.
rence,
Cap,
M.,
as
property
6
personal
L,
El
.Afttol-0de lo reducieron en
part payment
Raynolds, Datil,
$7500,00
Cuerpo se prrogo hasta las
dos telefones en la case do
pro. ' per.
4,040.00
5,600.00
ed on Real Estate
1,140.00
la tarde.
for said building.
LIborio Castillo, de Quemado., ele tarlo y otro en la oficina del AlguaThe County Commissioners author- Venseslado Aragon, Box Lake, N. M., Jos Pea, Green's Gap, N. M., raised
6
A las
de la tarde se Ilamo la vado en pro. per.
150.00 cil Mayor. Por pedido del aliguacil
370.00
297.00 on personal property
to write to Trost increased 9 hd. of cows
ized the Chairman
a la orden por el diputado Es- - Nazario G.
junta
M lo Leandro Baca a la comicion de conBaca,
N.
QuSmado,
& Trost,
Archecture, about furnish Jack Brown, Quemado, N. M., In- Otto Bert, Green's Gap, N. M., raised Jevun Baca se hiso mocion por el reducieron en
pro. Raiz
1,135.00 dado, que deverian de eupllrle con
on
945.00
on
property
personal
creased
needs
3,365.00
per. property
lugs plans which will suit the
comicionado Anastacio Baca, devida
El Cuerpo se prrorogo haste Julio lo menos dos piesas para el uso del
The Board adjourned until July Joe Beaty, Green's Gap, N. M., raised lmhite secundada por el comicionado 7, 1921 a las 9 A. M.
of the Court House. Said plans to
carseluro, cuya supllca rrechaso la
on personal property
390.00 Jones' de
include, offices, court room, light 6th, 1921 at 9 A. M.
baser el Defensor de Rres- comicion hasta obtener una instruc-io- n
N.
Green's
El
M.,
raised
Roy Owen,
Gap,
Cuerpo se rreunio segun so
'erva:iiAl "orgdno Oficial. A la vez
plant, heating plant, septic tank, Jail,
The Board met as per adjournment
por escrlta del Procurador de
,
S.SKf.W. iS, cuhifcioiP
;
estandu todos prestntes
o;f perspnal property.
"
toilets, etc.
(
propuso de que todo prrorogoAs "before.
Dlstrlcto, este asunto quedo pendi-ent- e
present
all,
Zld
N.
Green's
como
Gardneer,'
M.,
antes.
Gap,
meet
decided
The Board then
t)
los prosedimientos de la comicion de
hasta la proxima Junta.
El
310.00
(Jregorio Jiron was raised by the raised on per. pro.
with .the Board of County Commis
verian de ser publicados ambos en Montague Stevens, Datif, N. M., ele cuerpo jiombro a Andres Hlgglns,
N. M., raised on Pat McDowe,
M.
N.
Green's
Rtlserve,
Cap,
will
Board,
who
Socorro
of
vado en pro, per. y Raiz
sioners
County,
3,000.00 para que se encargara de baser In
Ingles y Espanol.
450.00 La
1,000.00 raised on per. pro.
meet as a Board of Equalization at personal property
comicion se prrorogo hasta hasta W. S. Fullerton, Datil, N. M., elevado limplesa y cuidar delo casa de cortes,
Socorro, New Mexico, on the fits day Ira Swizer, raised on personal pro- L. B. Moore, Greens Gap, N. M., rais el lunes 4 de Julio a las 9 de la Man en pro. per.
1,000.00 con un salario de $40.00 al mes pren- 2,000.00 ed on personal property
2,655.00 ana.
of June, 1921, for the purpose of uerty of Quemado, N. M.,
Haviendose rreunido estando W. S. Fullerton, Datll, N. M., reduc- ciplando del dia primero de Julio
N.
M., Mrs. Green Estate, Green's Gap, N.
passing upon all tax returns from Abran Montanio, of Quemado,
10,200.00 hasta el dia 30 de Septiombre, 1921.
presentes como antes, el Secretario ieron en 1,700 ovejas
920.0 M., raised on per. pro.
reduced
1,870.00 Juramento al
the County of Catron.
el fiel Andrews & Watson, Aragon, N. M., encuya fecha convinieron de baser
Interprete
parp
&
S.
El
C.
cf.
Land
Cattle
Nation
Co.,
Baldwin Bros,
Paso,
Cristenson
elevado en pro. per
2,100 00 nuevos arreglos.
cumplmniento de sus deveres.
July 2, 1021
3,000.00 Magdalena, N. M., on real estate, 960 La comcion se
Tox., raised on per. pro.
el Manuel B. Otero, Albuquerque, N. M.,
El cuerpo do comicionados prrogo
hasta
prrorogo
905.00 Martes 5
Frank Grey, Quemado, N. M., raised acres and per. pro. $40.0
Commission2,640.00
do Julio a las 9 de la mnn- - elevado en pro. per.
su junta hasta el dia 22 de Julio,
f T!ie Board of County met
4,zzu.uu Antonio Armijo y Gallegos, Datil, N. ana.
David Archuleta, Aragon, N. M , ele- 1921 a las 10 do
this 2nd on per. pro.
ers of Catron County
la manana, oh hasta
The Board then adjourned until 1 M. raised on personal property.
vado en pro. Raiz
900.00 la llamada del
day of July, at 1 P. M., there being
presidente.
5
M.
Julio
el curepo de comicionados David Archuleta, Aragon, N. M.. eleo'clock P.
Flint, Green's Gap, N. M., raispresent W. J. Jones, Anastacio Baca,
W. J. JONES,
480.00 se rreunio segun su prroroga estando vado en pro. per.
ed on real1 estate
100.00 A"est:
commissioner Mr. Kidder being abThe Board met as per adjournment
Acting Chairman.
todos
N.
como
raisLas
Green's
M.,
antes.
presentes
Gap,
Flint,
Amado Aragon, Aragon, N. M. elevado
sent on account of sickness. Mr.
A. T. CHAVEZ,
on
Baca
reduced
Anastacio
a
mlnutas
on
ed
de
la
personal
1,995.00
Jones
property
personal
junta
Mr.
en
preliminar
that
motion
Baca made a
propriedad raiz
2,000.00
County Clerk.
59.00 Ed Dickens, Green's Gap, N. M., raisAbril 20, 1921, fueron leidas y Gia Mercantile Co.,
would act ' as temporary chairman, property
Aragon, N. M.,
on
Real
Increased
Anastacio Baca,
700.00 aprovadas. La comicion nombro al elevado en propriedad raiz
ed on per. pro.
700.00 LIVESTOCK0
A. T. Chavez, county clerk and
POOL
Estate
1,200.00
The clerk was instructed to amend Dr. C. W. Harper como oficial de Amado Aragon, Aragon, N. M., reBaca, sheriff, present.
Co.
the proceedings to read that all pro- salubrldad por el condado de Catron, ducieron en pro.
NOW IN OPERATION
Mr. Baca made a motion to have Quemado Supply
870.00
per.
Increased on Mdse
2,500.00 ceedings and transactions of the dejando por el condado de Catron, Melquiades Aragon,
an interpreter and suggested that
Aragon, N. M.,
500. 00 County Commissioners should be pub la proxima Junta.
Fixtures on Store
El cuerpo instuyo ellevado en pro. raiz
Chicago, July 14. The $50,000,-00- 0
Mr. CelBO Cordova be appointed to
3,000.00
On building
800.00 lished both In English and Spanish. al Secretario de pedir consejo al
livestock pool, subscribed by
L.
James
N.
as
such.
act
Hubbell, Albuquerque,
bankers at recent conferences here
Juan E. Padllla, Quemado, N. M.
de Distrito, encuanto a lla M., elevado en pro. per.
The Board then adjourned until
The first thing that came in order
1,500.00
50.00 July 8th, 1921, at 9 A. M.
venta de Bonos y Certeflcados para Jim Kelley, Alma N. M., elevado en and In New York went into operation
raised on per. pro,
was the transcribing the records
Ever-ett- e
Miss Christine Reuter, Aragon, N. M.,
cubrir
los gastos actuales.
met
Board
as
The
El cuerpo propriedad personal
per
adjournment
Into
Catron
from Socorro County
1,950.00 Monday, July 18, according to
C. Brown, president of the Natse prrorogo hasta 1 P. M.
250.00 all present as before.
raised on per. pro.
a
motion
N.
made
Baca
Jim
Mr.
en
elevado
M.,
Alma,
Kelley,
County.
& Loan Co., Al
ional Livestock Exchange. M. L.
El cuerpo se rreunio estando preCounty Commissioners Jones and
1,040.00
propriedad Raiz
that the clerk publish for bids for Stockmen Guarantee
N.
2240.00 Baca agreed not to go as per the sentes como antes.
raised
M.,
buquerque,
Jacobo Jiron, Reserve, N. M., elevado McClure, a livestock commission man
such work, fixing the date of 20 days,
& Loan Co., AlLa comicion autorizo al tesorero en pro.
plans drawn by the Architect, just
960.00 and banker, will direc the pool with
or putting Frnday, July the 22nd, Stockmen Guarantee
per
N.
offices in Chicago.
1880.00 to remodel the Court House in the A. Kiehne para que vendiera $25,000
raised
M.,
buquerque,
close
which
4
to
1921 at
P. M., in
E Cuerpo se prrorogo haste Julio
M
No direct loans will be made by
raised best and most economical way to suit de Bonos para benficio de los
the bids. The clerk was instructed Cruz Garcia, Reserve, N.
1921 a las 9 A. M.
the
on
of
allso
the
the
75,00
pool corporation, Mr. Brown anofficers
and
needs
bonos
property
de
personal
$15,000.00
or
be
sealed
perthe bids will
El Cuerpo se rreunio segun su nounced, because the
Abran Sanchez, Datil, N. M., raised for the welfare of the tax payers of para la construcion de oh rreparo de
corporation has
sonally brought over with the right
estando todos presentes no machinery for investigating pro480.00 Catron County.
County Commis- la casa de cortes y etc. $15,000.00 prroroga
that they can reject one or all bids; on Real Estate
N. M., raised sioner Baca agreed to leave it up to de certificados para fondos de corte como antes.
posed lo;s. The loans will be made
also stating that they have the right Abran Sanchez, Datil
Emil Kiehne quen apareclo antes through local banks and cattle loan
350.00 Commissioner Jones to go ahead with salarios de empllados y gastos actto retain 20 per cent of the work on personal property
Mr.
Jones conformed Antonio J. Sanchez, Datil, N, M., rais the work and build the offices on uales. En seguida la comicion paso la comicion de condado y provo de companies, the bankers or oan com
rendered.
900.00 the lower floor with the best way he sobre algunos rretornos que quedaron que el havilla sido arrisado por el panies guaranteeing the loans.
ed on personal property
with Mr. Baca's suggestion.
Loans will be made on stackers
cuerpo de Igualamiento con mas
The poard adjourned until 6 P. M, Fllimon Baca, Quemado, N, M., re could see fit to put It up most eco- en cuestion.
El rretorno de Hennlng and Daughl rreses que las que pagaba permlso en and feeders as well as breeding stock
z
4040. 00 nomical. The Board paid Pablo
Tl)e Board called their session to duced on personal property
la floresta la comicion rreconsidero Mr. Brown said.
Llborlo Castillo, Quemado, N, M.,
$21.00 for cleaning the yard lo elevaron en propiedad personal
prder by Deputy Stave Baca, motion
O
.
dicho rretorno y rreducieron su
and
150.00
Mr.
on
the
toilet.
Baca
raised
pro.
building
personal
$75.00
Baca
make
to
made, by Commissioner
El rretorno de Geo. Salome lo ele bianco en propriedad per.
TARIFF ON HIDES
3,300.00
he Reserve Advocate the official pa- Nacarlo G. Baca, Quemado, N. M., agreed to pay said man Vasquez out
1135.00 of his own money, the Clerk was in varon en propiedad personal 1,680.00 A. T. Chavez fue elevado en propieper; seconded by Commissioner Jones reduced on real estate
D. C. The house
240.00
The Board adjourned until July structed to make up a voucher as El rretorno de H. D. Dickens, Green's dad raiz
Washington,
The Board adjourned until Mon'
9 A. M.
soon as the stationary would arrive, Gap, la elevaron en pro. per.
Celso Cordova fue tredlcido en pro- took hides off the free Mat in the
1921
at
400.00
7th,
M.
9
at
A.
4th,
day, July
El rretorno de B. E. Sanchez, Datill, piedad Raiz
so that it could be paid.
650.00 Fordney tariff bill and imposed an
The Board met as per abjournment
The Board of County Commissioners
The County Commissioners agreed N. M., lo elevaron en propiedad per Celso Cordova fue rredlcido en pro- ad valorem duty of 15 per cent.
met July 4th, at 9 A. M., there being all present as befpre,
to install! two (2) telephones; one for sonal
The amendment included hides and
2,475.00
1,650.00 piedad personal
present as before.
skins of all kinds, raw, green, dried
Montague Stevens, Datil, N, M., rais- the use of the County Clerk and the EI rretorno de B. E. Sanchez, Datil. El Cuerpo eso returnos para los
N M.,
The Cpunty Clerk swore in the in- ed on Real estate and personal prolo elevaron
other for the Sheriff.
en nroDiedad
pickled, perpared or preserved.
3,000.00
H, Lawrence, Green's Gap, N. M.,
480.00
terpreter for the service to discharge perty
Upon the request of the Sheriff, Raiz
Following adoption of the amendof bis duties,
W, S, Fullerton, Datll, N. M., raised Baca, to the County Commissioners El rretorno de H. W. Cawart, Green's propiedad personal
5,600.00 ment, the ways and means committee
on personal property
1,000.00 that they should furnish him with Gap, N. M., lo reducieron
5.89B.00 Joe Pea, Green's Oap, N. M., elevado willimediately consider compensatory
July Bth, 1021
W. S. Fullerton, Datil, N. M., reduced at least two (2) rooms for the Jailor; El rretorno de W, O. Mathews Greens eM propriedad personal
'370.00 duties on, shoes and other leather
n 1,700 hd. of sheep
The Board of County CommissionIn which the County Commissioners Gap, N, M lo elevafan en propiedad Otto Bert, Green's Gap, N. M., ele products, Mr. Fordney said.
. 10,200.00
ers met July 5th, 1921 at 9 A. M., i ndiews & Watson, Aragon, N. M refused until they would have the personal
O
945.00
1,000.00 vado en propriedad personal
raised on par. pro.
as per adjournment; all present
GOOI RAINS IN CATRON
2,100.00 advice of the District Attorney on a El rretorno de C. D. Cissel, Datil, N. Joe Beaty, Green's Gap, N. M., eleManuel B. Otero, Albuquerque, N. M., written form. This matter was left M., elevaron en mercanclas 1,000.00 vado en pro. per. .
before.
390.00
The minutes of the preleminary raised on pe,r. .
El rretorno de L. M. Raynolds, Datil, Roy Owen, Green's Gap, N. M., ele2,64Q.O0 pending until the next meeting.
The Datlls and all the country In
The Board named Andy Hlggins N. M., elevaron en Prop Raiz 1,440.00 vado en pro. per.
meetjng held Apr! 20th, 192 were David Arcliueta, Aragon, N. M., rais
5,835.00 the Write Flats country report good
'900.00 as Janitor, with the salary of $40.00 El rretorno de Venceslado Aragon, Zid Gardneer, Green's Gap, N. M., ralnB during the past few days. Rains
ed, on Rea) Estate
fead and apprqved.
Davifl Archuleta, Aragon, N. M., rais per month, starting from July 1st, Box Lake, N. M., elevaron en. pro. elevado en pro. per.
Thp Bpard of County Commission310.00 are also reported In the Fullerton
100.00 until September 30th, 1921, at which personal
ers named c. W. Harper as Health ed on per. pro.
297.00 Pat McDowe, Green's Gap, N. M and Hubbell ranch country extending
Officer for Catron County, leaving Amado Aragon, Aragon, N. M., rais date they agreed to make new ir-- 1 El rretorno de Jack Brown, Quemado, elevado en pro. per.
450.00 as far. as the Elk mountain district.

Procedings of the County Commissioners.
the
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The entire of Marysvllle, Calif., was
threatened with destruction by fire
derecently. Twelve city blocks were
of
stroyed with the flames raging out
control. The Ions will be more thun
$2,000,000. More than 100 residences
were burned, many of them among the
finest homes in the city.
Sirs. Charles F. Wiley, 39, of Los
Aneles Is reported near death at a
unhospital in Sun Francisco from an
usual Injury In an accident. A motor
bus In which she was riding brushed
ngainst the side of a bridge. Her arm,
which was resting on the outside of
the car, was severed at a point neur
the shoulder. The arm dropped into
the river below.
The motor gig of Commander Percy

W. Koote of the U. S. S. Siilem burned
to the water's edge in San Francisco
ofbay recently, severely burning the
ficer and two of the five men with
lilm.
They were returning to the
Salem from shore at the time. Commander Foote and the sailors jumped
overboard from the gig when it started
to burn and they were picked up some
time later by a boat from the U. S. S.

Tennessee.
Admiral E. W. Eberle assumed command of the United States Pacific
fleet to the booming of a double admiral's salute on the U. S. S. New
Mexico, flagship, In San Francisco bay.
Admiral
Admiral Eberle succeeds
Hugh Rodman, who was detached after
r
a
tour of sea duty to command the navy yard at Norfolk, Va.
The ceremony of changing command
was simple, consisting of lowering the
flag,
previous commander-in-chief'- s
raising Admiral Eberle's ensign and
the formal reading of his orders to
take command of the armadu.
two-yea-

WASHINGTON
By three votes the Senate rejected
a resolution by Senator Lodge, Republican leader, providing for a four
weeks', recess from July 9 to Aug. 8.
The vote was 24 to 27. Sixteen Republican Senators voted against the
recess and five Democrats voted for It.
A system of model airways, covering
the entire continent, is planned by the
army air service for the use of all
operators or owners of aircraft. Itcontemplates various chains of wellorganized landing fields, supplemented
Idenby frequent emergency flelils and

tification markers connecting the principal cities.
Alien Property Custodian Miller has
been ordered by Justice Hitz of the
District of Columbia Supreme Court
to return to Countess von Bernstorff,
wife of the former German ambassador to the United States, stocks, bonds
and cash amounting to $1,000,000,
which was seized under the trading
with the enemy act.
Establishment in New York of an
International banking Institution to be
know n as "The Bank of Nations," with
$2,000,000,000 capital, to act as the fiscal ugent of the United States and
such other governments as might he
admitted as stockholders, is proposed
in n bill introduced by Senator Hitchcock, Democrat, Nebraska.
,

United
The
running
Slates government during the fiscal
year which ended Juno W) was
according to the Treasury
statement. The figures are
subject to final adjustment. Revenues
from nil sources, although showing n
drop of a billion under the previous
year, amounted to
.

of

the

Baron Shidehara, the Japanese
In n formal statement In
Washington, In discussing the
alliance, declared that "by
can It
do stretch of the Imagination
honestly be stated that the alliance
or remotely Inwas ever designed
tended as an Instrument of hostility
or even defense against the United
States."
The United States shipping board
has announced that the entire fleet of
28" vessels, constructed
during the
war and aggregating 900,000 tons
deadweight, will be sold as speedily as
possible. Bids will be opened July 30.
The sale of the wooden vessels, which
now are anchored and deteriorating In
various ports, is the first step In the
carrying out of the administration's
policy to "get the government out of
the shipping business."
Acceptance of German bonds ns substitutes for the obligations of European nations debtor to the United
States Is not at present contemplated
by the treasury, Secretary Mellon told
the Senate finance committee in urging favorable action on the administration bill to enable the refunding of
Anglo-Japune-

the $11,000,000,000 which Europe owes
the United States.
Governors of thirteen western states
In Salt Luke
ore expected to mea
July IS to discuss the future progress
of activities of the Western States

Reclamation Association.

News

HEARS SOLUTION

From All Over

PARAGRAPHS

WESTERN

KILL RATS TODAY
LAND IN DEMAND

IRISH PROBLEM

FOREIGN

caused heavy
A typhoon recently
damage in Manila and Its environs.
The city's power supply was cut off
and the city was In darkness. Houses
were unroofed and several small vessels in Manila bay were driven ashore.
Street car service was paralyzed.
OF PASSING
RECORD
A BRIEF
Representatives of soviet Russia
have been feeling out the ground In
EVENTS IN THIS AND FORtrade circles In France, with the view,
EIGN COUNTRIES
they Indicated, of placing orders for
automobiles and other urtlcles of commerce, but reports from commercial
DISPATCHES quarters are that they have met Vlth
IN
LATE
little encouragement.
More than 500 of the visiting Rotary
Club delegates and their wives went to
THAT
OOINGS AND HAPPENINGS
the grave of the unknown soldier in
the Plate d'Etolle in Paris and stood
MARK THE PROGRESS
by silently while Dr. Crawford Y.
OF THE AGE.
of Fort William,' Ontario,
president of the International Rotarlan
organization, laid a wreath on the
( KnUra Newipsosr Ualee New Sen!. )

cost
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VAST DIFFICULTIES REMAIN
BE REMOVED AT COMING

DEMANDS

TERMS WILL
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CALL

RULE AND
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FOR

PAR-

AT DUBLIN.

line, recently.

Jose Matreclto, a Mexican customs
officer, was shot and killed a few feet
tomb.
across the border from Naco, Arizona,
The Cabinet of Premier Allen dc
by a man wearing a United States
Knlnssnr nf Snain bus resigned. There
uniform.
The slayer fled to the
army
has been dissension in the Cabinet for United States, side of the International
some time. The situation culminated
Minister of boundary.
in Manuel Areuelles.
A coroner's Jury returned a verdict
on
bis
resignation,
Finance, tendering
Mrs. Lucas Borrego, 33 years old,
that
nnu
law
new
tarifr
the
thut
the ground
the commercial treaties were inimical died from "poison administered by
some unknown person or persons."
to the Interests of labor.
Lucas Borrego,
her husband, "was
An American cunboat Is watching
placed under $2,000 bond on the charge
the situation at Wu Chow, where sol of murder.
pnrty,
diers of the Kwan-TunLeo Campbell, aged 28 years, and
President Sun Yat Sen, have
defeated opposing forces and captured for the past eight years an employe1 of
all of their positions. Dr. Sun Yat the Pearson ranch at the Cottonwoods,
inSen recently was Inaugurated ns pres near Roswell, New Mexico, was
ident of southern China, and estab- stantly killed when the big trailer
lished a government at Canton. This which wus hitched behind his wagon
government was in opposition to the passed over his body.
Seven Mexicans,
four of them
Peking government.
Several nersons have been arrested masked, ransacked he store at Hereand held for examination in connec ford, twenty miles west of Bisbee,
tion with the fire which destroyed vir- after having, held prisoner for three
ol hours Robert Reay, one of the propritually the entire northwest wing
the government bouse at Lima, Peru. etors. Three suspects, captured by a
Among those detained are two paint- posse of cow boys, are held iu the
ers, said to have been at work in the county jail at Tohmstone.
office of the president's secretary
Thirteen bonds, with a face value of
shortly before the fire. It Is said the $1,00 each, which were presented to
In
three
fire broke out simultaneously
the State of Arizona by A. E. Welsh, a
places In the presidential suite.
guest at the Pioneers' Home at
are worthless, according to word
Political union in Eastern Siberia
is further off than ever, as a result of received by State Treasurer Raymond
the activities there of General Semen- Earhart. The Information came from
lead the National" Bunk of Commerce of
off, the Cossack
er, according to dispatches reaching New York.
Toklo from various centers. Following
Governor Mechem of New Mexico
persistent reports that Semeuoff had has communted to life Imprisonment
received Japanese help in effecting the sentence of Sylvester E. Bailey, 60,
his escape to the interior from Vladi- sentenced to be hanged July 15 for the
vostok, the story being that be had murder of James M. Bedore at Vanadbeen concealed In the bottom of an ium, N. M, in 1910. The Governor
automobile, the Japanese command at acted on the recommendation of RayVladivostok has announced the Issu- mond R. Ilynn, the trial judge, and
ance of Instructions forbidding Japan- eleven of the twelve jurors who conese officers to give any assistance to victed Bailey. They said the evidence
Semenoff.
did not establish to the exclusion of
reasonable doubt that he was guilty
GENERAL
of
murder.
inwere
seriously
Twelve persons
The damage in the great vfrna fldbd,
jured recently In the collapse of 8
three-storbuilding In Denlson, Texas. which started when the railroad levee
It Is understood that more than twenty-- gave way near Somerton, Arizona, bus
five
persons were In the structure exceeded one million dollars, accordat the time. It Is not believed that ing to authoritative sources. Four
any lives were lost.
thousand acres of cultivated farm
Carl Wanderer, triple murderer,
lands are under water. Over 1,000
his last trick in Ids efforts to men,
practically every male inhabitant
ilmlm. the callows when the Chicago of the
district, made a desperate enof
his
plen
jury that has been hearing
deavor to check the flood from further
one
hour advancement.
insanity, decided in less than
Farmers in the threatthat be was sane and must hang. ened area moved their stock and
After the decision had been handed in, equipment to higher ground.
Judge David set the date of execution
Two shooting affairs occurred In
for Friday, July 29. The sole hope
now remaining for Wanderer is that Prescott in one day, in which an under
sheriff and an automobile mechanic
Governor Small will Intervene.
The first shooting ocMrs. Etta B. Hell, the "millionaire were killed.
maid" of Chicago, was placed on pro- curred when Foster Roak, nn automowas killed.
Pearl
bation for "one year after she pleaded bile mechanic,
guilty to four separate charges of lar- Woodruff, proprietress of a rooming
ceny. Mrs. Hell, the wife of a wealthy house, was arrested in connection with
broker, was arrested and confessed Roak's death. Undersheriff Ed Bowers
that she had looted a dozen North was killed by Frank George during a
Shore homes while posing as a "maid." raid on a house In which George wus
Her loot ran nbove $100,000. but resti- staying. After Bowers was killed, Potution was made to all her victims by lice Inspector E. G. Crowe of Phoenix,
her husband. The probation sentence who was In Preseotr, snot George,
was decreed by Judge Kerston In Crim- wounding him twice, and then arrested
inal Court after attorneys for the him.
woman bad appealed for clemency.
The long reader controversy In New
Fire destroyed the plant- of the Ne- Mexico ended in victory for Scott
braska Potash Company at Antioch, Eorsnian & Co., publishers of the
render, when the New Mexico edueighteen miles oast of Alliance, Neb.
It Is owned by a Denver concern and cation board designated the text as
was valued at approximately $500,000. 'basal" for all grades above the third
The Catholic church and several oth- and the Senrson-Martireader as
er buildings caught fire from the "basal" for the first, second and third.
wind.
a
flames which were fanned by
According to announcements just
Approximately 7,000 coke workers made, Curry county, New Mexico, will
in the independent plants of the
soon have two more consolidated
Pennsylvania, coke region school districts, three of the districts
reduc10
cent
a
were affected by
per
already having been, decided on. The
tion In wages, the second announced other five districts will be decided on
3,'i
this year. The new rate is about
Boon, and It is likely that the consoliper cent below the rate paid Jan. 1, dation will be completed by the time
but, according to coke men, 45 per cent of the opening of the full term of
higher than the prevailing rate In 1912. school.
Only about 7 per cent of the independCavalry training is being given at
ent ovens are In operation.'
the Presidio of Monterey, California,
An alleged unauthorized strike by for six weeks this summer to 172 col200 pressmen In the printing shop of lege men from the Oregon Agricultural
Company, pub- College, University of Arizona, Texas
the
lishers, of Chicago, resulted In the fil- Slate College of Agriculture and
Arts and the New Mexico Miling of the praecipe of a $50,000 suit
against the Chicago Printing and itary Institute. During the college year
Pressmen's Union No. 3 and eight of- the students are members af the reficials and agents of the union. Trou- serve officers' training corps units at
ble is said to have started over the their schools. Only Western universiprinting of the western edition of a ties with cavalry companies are repreweekly
magazine, at whose plant sented.
there wns n pressmen's strike.
Yale Gordy, a Navajo Indian, who
With the vote of the railway shop- psoaped from the custody of .the Indian
men overwhelmingly opposed to accepAgent at Fort Defiance, killed himself
tance of a wage reduction from 85 to rather than permit the posse of Indian
77 cents nn hour, as ordered by the police who were chasing him to
United states Railway Labor Board,
him, according to word brought
railway circles nre apprehensive that to Phoenix by Ed A. Weage, United
the nation may be confronted with a States deputy marshal.
son of Mr.
serious railroad crisis within a fortFranklin, the
rind Mrs. C. H. Brady, who live on a
night.
Joseph Llndgren, automobile me- farm In the vicinity of Rluewater, near
chanic, was sentenced to from one Gallup, New Mexico, was shot and inyear to life Imprisonment In Chicago, stantly killed by the accidental disafter pleading guilty to a chnrge of charge of n shotgun In the hands of
recklessly driving nn automobile which his little brother recently.
killed Mrs. Eugenia Cooly on April 3d
'
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Contracts have been let for the Improving of the Alamogordo electric
light plant, and the city will soon have
one of the best plants of Its kind In
the State.
One of the worct hall storms ever
known In that part of New Mexlso visited Roy, the mesa west of Mills, and
extended south to the Union county

Why Western Canada Can Take
Her Pick of Settlers.

Service.)

London, July 8. The premier's conference, for the time being, is eclipsed
by the peace negotiations with the
Sinn Fein leaders. Premier Jan Christian Smuts of South Africa bus thrown
his prestige on the side of a settlement. The British press is stuuding
by htm, und tlds, aided by tlue favorable atmosphere created by the presence here of the dominion premiers
has, it is believed, brought the Irish
problem much nearer solution.
Vast difficulties still stand In the
way of nn agreement. Thus far Premier Smuts has been successful, but
the reul obstacles will be encountered
when the British government, North
Ulster and the Sinn Fein meet face to
face in conference.
From un Irish Nationalist source
closely in touch with Premier Smuts
and the British government, It Is
learned what Eamonu' De Valera is
likely to propose should he come here.
It is declared he will abandon the
claim for an Irish republic, but will
insist on a measure of dominion home
rule, with a separate parliament for
North Ulster, vested witli powers similar to those enjoyed by Canadian provincial legislatures. He also will ask
thut the central or Dublin parliament
be vested with a wide measure of fiscal uutonomy.
It is said he desires also that the
Irish parliament shall have the right
of controlling its own army and navy,
If these should be found necessary.
He will demand that the Irish control
the police and postoffice departments,
and will ask for full recognition of the
unity of the Irish nation.
He will mnintain that the Irish parliament should be given the right to
decide Its own taxation policy and the
munner in which its revenue shall be
expended, holding that the power of
controlling the taxation of its constit-

uents Is Inherent In the parliament.
This would involve giving Dublin a
free voice on income tux, customs and
incise, and also the right of withholddeing any contribution towards the
fense of the empire.
Premier Lloyd George, it is almost
certuin, would insist on un imperial
contribution, because the imperial parliament would remain responsible for
defense und foreign affairs, although
lii a last resort he might agree that
the Irish parliament should have sonie
voice In the amount.
Then there remains Ulster. While
anxious to go as far ns possible in
placating the south, British statesmen
are equally anxious to see that the
northern section will be afforded all
possible rights. Sir James Craig, premier of Ulster, will enter the conference, provided one is held, under restrictions, just ns De Valera will probably be hampered by limitations.
Salesman Loses $175,000 in Gems.
Trenton, N. J. Joseph Haskell.
New York diamond salesman, who arrived here in search or his handbag
containing jewels valued at $175,0110,
which he lost in a Pullman car between New York and Trenton, said
that the diamonds were instiled by
Lloyds for $150,000.

While Canada wants settlers, and Is
pursuing every legitimate means to
secure them, it is realized, as pointed
out by Hon. J. A. Calder, minister of
Immigration and colonization, that se
lection is necessary, and In order to
keep undesirables out of the country
legislation is Dassed that will doubt
less have this effect. As pointed out
by the minister, the class or settlers
which Canada stands most ready to
welcome are those who desire:
Opportunity to acquire good farm
land, either free or at a cost within
their means.
Opportunity, to live In a country under healthful conditions nnd liberal
laws and among an Intelligent and
friendly people.
Opportunity to live In a country
where children receive free public edu
cation and where all children are en
abled to start In the battle of life with,
as nearly as possible, equal advan'
tages.
Opportunity to live In a country
where industry applied to the land
will produce something more than the
bare necessities of life, and will afford
within reasonable time comfort and

Comfort Your Skin

WithCuticuraSoap
and Fragrant Talcum
Sua 25c, Oiatawnt 25

2Sc.

Smith.

Add stomach causes awful misery

which Eatonlc quickly gets rid of by

taking up and carrying out the acidity
and gases which prevent good digestion. A tablet taken after meals brings
relief. Keeps the stomach
quick
healthy and helps to prevent the many
ills so liable to arise from excess acid.
Don't suffer from stomach miseries
when you can get a big box of Eatonlc
for a trifle with your druggist's guarantee.

MAN'S
BEST AGE
A man is as old as his organs; he
can be as vigorous and healthy at
70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
performing their functions. Keep

set-tie- r,

your vital organs healthy with

COLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
since
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles vital
1606; corrects disorders; stimulates
sixes.
three
organs. All druggists,
Look for the name GoU Medal oa
and accept no Imitation

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
I
Restores Color and
Beauty to Gray and Faded Hairl
euc. ana si.w at umKiiHi
ITIseoi Chcm. W as. Patchngne, B. T.

HINDERCORNS

lonsff,
tc, toT all pain etuurMi comfort Co the
feet, make wtvlktnr eary. Uo. by mail or at Druggist, Hiaoox Chemical worki, Patohugav. M.

I.

THEY 8PREAD
DISEASES
Placed anywhere, DA1SX FLY KILLER attracts and
kills all flies. Nest, clean, ornamental, convenient and

Flies!

Kill All

can t spin or up over;
will not soil or Injure
nvthing. Guaranteed.

DAISY
FLY KILLER
at vour dealer or

HAROLD

2

t by EXPRESS, prepaid, II 26. -- el
80MEKS, 160 Da Kalb Ave.. Brooklyn. M. t.

126 MAMMOTH JACKS

I hiTi a bamaiii for yon, come qoicK.
VP. L DeCLOW'8 JACK
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Mkbiau Ave., CUcase.

B. Coleman
Vatlot
Patent Lawyer, Washington
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Are Corns a Luxury?
When is a luxury tax? Keprescnta-tiv- e

Krelder tells this story:
went into a restaurant and
ordered a plate of ice cream, and when
she came to pay, she had a check for
15 cents and 2 cents was added to It.
She asked: "What does that 2 cents
mean?"
"Well," she was told, "15 cents for
your Ice cream and 2 cents luxury
tux.''
She pnld It, and then she walked
across the street to the drug story and
asked for a corn plaster, and she got
a check for 10 cents, and 1 cent added.
She said: "What Is the 1 cent for?"
"That is the luxury tax."
"Well," she said, "this is the first
time I ever knew that corns were a
s
luxury."
Now that is the way It goes. There
are a great many things to be considered in discussing tax propositions.
From the Nation's Business.
Aaron

S.

A woman

Positive and Comparative.
During a recent business men's conDuPont Appointed to Senate Vacancy. vention In Chicago,
one man apDover, Del. Gen. T. Coleman Du- proached another in the lobby of a
Pont has been appointed United States hotel and by way of Introducing himsenator from Delaware by Governor self, said:
"I'm Beck."
Penney to succeed .losiab O. Woicott,
"That's good," replied the man adchanwho resigned recently to become
dressed,
taking the proffered hand,
cellor of Delaware. General DuPont, "I'm more so."
who Is the Delaware member of the
"You're what?" asked the first
Republican national committee, will speaker.
serve the unexpired term, which rims
"I say that I am more so," repeated
until March, 1923. The appointment the other.
of General DuPont udds a Republican
"What do you mean by that?"
to the Semite, Senator Woicott having
"Why, you say you are Beck."
been elected to the office us u Demo"Yes, I am. My name Is Beck."
crat.
"Well, my name is Becker."

A great part of the maddening;
and mortifying skin troubles that
plague humanity are due solely to
disorders of the blood. Relief from
these can be had only by removing
from your blood stream
the impurities that cause
the itching
Fit' .his you must take
an mf ernal blood remedy.
Outside applications have
no effect on the cause of
the torture. Their relief
is shortlived. You

Talcu

"1 was nearly dead until
Eatonlc and I can truly say it saved
my life. It is the best stomach medicine ever made," writes Mrs. Ella

walk In life.

Franklin R. Lane Leaves Small Estate.
San Francisco, Calif. The estnte of
the late Franklin P. Lane, former secretary of the interior, will not total
more than about $10,000, according to
a petition filed In Superior Court here,
asking letters of administration. Mr.
Lane left no will, the petition cited,
and his estate consists of some eighteen acres of furm land In Contra Costa,
Calif., and a few shares of stock In a
mercantile company. Mr. Lane's wi-- I
dow, his son and daughter, woulc"
share the estate, the petition said.

50c,

Says Hew Jersey Woman
I found

These are 1he conditions which will
appeal to tlu most desirable people
for this or any country, conditions
which, to a certain degree, make an
automatic selection of the fittest.
Canada possesses farm lands In
Inrge areas which may be had free or
at a cost within the reach of the
of limited means. Vast areas are
available for settlement within reasonable distances of railways. Land values have In the last quarter of a century received a tremendous Impetus,
an that unv eood farm land which can
still be secured In Its raw state at
reasonable prices Is an attraction.
Such lands today are probably more
attractive to the settler than were the
free homesteads of the pioneer era.
The country has been tried out; Its
possibilities have been proved; the
trails have been blazed; the foundations have been laid. Railroads, telephones and public roads have been
provided; market towns dot the prairies nnd other agricultural districts;
schools, churches, and all the marks,
of modern conditions of life abound.
Records which have been taken over
a period of years establish the fact
that Western Canada's grain production Is greater per acre than that of
probably any other new country. It is
worthy of note that the production of
grain per acre in many of the older
countries has Increased with the Intensified farming methods- which the
very high cost of land made necessary.
This condition does not yet obtain to
nnv extent In Canada, and yet the
yield compares favorably with some
such countries In which the cost of
land Is very much greater than it Is
In the forming districts of the Dominion. In most cases present owners
of Canadian farm land who are not
cultivating it themselves are willing
to sell at moderate prices and on
terms arranged for the convenience of
the purchaser, provided that the purchaser Is prepared to go into actual
operation and bring the land under
cultivation and cause It to produce.
That Is the kind of settler which Canada wants and to whom it extends
open arms. Advertisement.

There Is a Providence that shapes
the ends of poetry ; none of the insipid
bind survives long.

u

Saved Cly Life
With Eatonio.

Opportunity to live In a country
where ambition is not handicapped by
any creed, birth, or closs, but where
every citizen has the right to aspire
to the highest position in his or her

French Protest Tariff Provision.
Paris. The French government has
forwarded to M. Jusserand, French
ambassador In Washington, for transmission to the State Department there,
a protest of the French Chamber of
Commerce ngainst the provision of the
new American tariff law calling for
inspection by American agents of the
books of French exporters for the
purpose of determining the ad valorem
duties to be collected by the United
States,

wjm,,!,-.- .,

-uirections in
eW lata.
Two elsea, 86o and 11.60. Bnoogh to HUM to
U. 8. Government bnya It.

Independence.

chosen

THAN TRAPS

READY FOR

Helping Nature.
Lady Why don't you feed that
Small Boy I want him to be a greyhound.

dii

Satan is willing to let men go to
A coward is a man who knows he If
church on Sunday if they will work for
wrong, but refuses to admit It.
him the remainder of the week.

Got Skin Disease?

Purify Your Blood

1

mt

get right after the blood itself.
S.S.S, the famous old herb remI

edy, has helped enrich the blood of
thousands, and relieved their itch- tag skin- torture., during the last
fifty years.
Get S.S.S. from your
druggist today, and after
starting with it write us
a history of your case,
addressing Chief Medical
Advisor, 837 Swift Laboratory, Atlanta,

S.S.S.

j
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Build World's

Girl's Ear, Is Perfect

Running lengthwise through the
hangar is a railroad and three trolley
slots technically described as docking
rails. The dirigible about to enter the
to these
hangar will be
runrails, which extend on a 1,500-foo- t
way at either end, and guided to Its
MANY WONDERFUL FEATURES berth.
Under the roof among a network of
steel rafters, five monorull cranes supMonster Doors Are Opened and Closed port movable platforms which enable
workmen to repair an aircraft after It
by an Electric Motor Structure
has docked. These rafters are so far
Would Cover Three Ordinary
above the floor of the hangar that the
City Blocks.
workmen resolve themselves Into mere
New York. America's first great specks.
So large are the glass windows in
terminal for giant aircraft is nearlng
the sides and the roof that Individual
completion at Lakehurst, N. J.
The structure, the largest of Its kind motors are necessary to open each
on earth, Is 803 feet long, 264 feet window.
wide and 195 feet high. Some idea of
Its Immense size may be gleaned HORSES ON WANE IN CITIES
freaJie fact that If set down In a
city the hangar would occupy three Chicago Had 30,338 In 1920, Against
solid blocks. Its doors at each end
68,122 Ten Years Ago, According
stand more than 175 feet high and are
to Census.
264 feet wide. A
skyscraper
could be pushed through the space
Washington. A marked reduction
disclosed by the doors when they are during the last decade In the number
of draft animals employed In the
opened.
The hangar is officially known as largest cities was shown by the 1920
the United States navy airship hangar, census.
Figures made public by the
and represents the latest word In con- census bureau showed 56,539 horses
struction for buildings of this type. In New York city, compared with
It Is planned to have It ready In the
In 1910, and 30,388 in Chicago,
early summer to house the two giant against 68,122.
now
under construction, the
dirigibles
Figures for other cltlps Included:
ZR-- ,
building at League island navy Philadelphia, 19,472 and 50,401; Balti,
ZIt-2near-ln- g
yard, Philadelphia, and the
more, 7,378 nnd 15,346; Boston,
completion In England. The
and 23,007; Pittsburgh, 0,023 and
flight of the latter Is sched12,845; Cincinnati, 5,031 and 13,901;
uled for late In July or early In Au- Clevelund, 4,924 and 16,839.
gust, and the Navy department plans
to have the hangar completed
for
service before the airships are ready'
to sail.
Giant Mooring Mast a Feature.
Incidental to the hangar Is a gigantic mooring mast to which great
dirigibles may be tied when it Is Impracticable to house them inside the
hangar. The mast Is so constructed
that the giants of the air will be
moored, bow on, and will swing In Russian Countesses Also to Be
the direction of the wind, thus avoidFound Holding Jobs as
ing the dangerous force exerted by
high winds.
Typists in Riga.
The result of experiments with the
mast
will deterLakehurst mooring
mine the policy of the Navy department In erecting similar mooring NOBILITY IS DOWN AND OUT
masts at various air stations throughout the country, such as Chicago, St.
People, Unaccustomed
Louis, Kansas City, Denver, San Franto Work, Now Anxious to Do Any.
cisco, Seattle, New Orleans, Atlanta,
Columbus, 0 and San Diego.
thing to Save Them From StarThe new airships nearlng complevationProperty Gone.
tion are of such large proportions,
TOO
.85
and
each being
feet
feet long
Riga, Latvia. It is nothing unusual
In diameter, as large as many of the in
Riga to have a Russian princess
of
great oceun liners, that the manner
as your stenographer. At least a busi"docking" them
presented serious ness man can acquire the service of
problems In engineering, but it is be- a countess In that capacity. Almost
lieved that the Lakehurst hangar will every diplomatic or consular mission
go far toward solving many of these in Riga has at least one princess or
problems.
countess working as typist.
Door Leaf Weighs 800 Tons.
If the supply of princesses ami
First In Importance came the ques- countesses full there remains a large
tion of doors to the hangar. Each leaf number of other
people,
of the two doors, there being two most of them unnccustomed to work
to
Is
made
a
800
of
leaves
door,
up
now anxious to do anything to
tons' of uteel and corrugated asbestos. but
save them from starvation. Men who
conThese leaves are supported on
have been general managers of big
crete trucks which In turn rest on
factories are now glad to
Russian
wheels the size of those on a freight take
kind of decent honorable emany
car. The leaves are rolled apart by
to earn their living here.
electric motor.
a
If ployment
Downfall Complete.
were needed to open the
The condition of these Russian refdoors, It Is estimated tlmt i.GOO men
ugees who have found shelter In the
would be called on.
Naval experts calculate that the infant Baltic states shows how comdownfall
giant doors can be rolled wide open plete has been the financial
within 13 minutes and the entire proc- of the Russian nobility. In Riga,
and other Baltic towns princes,
ess of housing one of the dirigibles
barons and counts and their families,
will consume approximately 40
accustomed for decades In Russia to
Air

Navy

'i

Terminal

Will

House

wo Giant U. S. Dirigibles
Now Building.
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Apple Seed, 12 Years in

Biggest Hangar
cable-fastene- d

y

128,-22- 4

3

trans-Atlant-

W. Va. An apple
Mathlas,
seed was removed from the ear
of Miss Neva Sherman, this
place, where It had lodged 12
years ago while playing when a

SAND-CLA-

Traffic

seed caused her much pain
and that her mother, with some
household Instruments as a
probe, thought she had removed
the seed, as the pain stopped.
About two weeks ago the ear
began to pain her much and Dr.
E. E. Miller of Harrisonburg,
Va., found the seed and removed
The seed was as firm as the
day It lodged In the ear 12 years

the

the best
DISEASE SPINS MAN LIKE TOP
Peculiar

Ailment Also Causei
Patient'
Eyes to

d

man-pow-

Re-v-

German
,

,

,

U-Bo-

Mnf

Sunk in Lake Michigan

at

Illlllill"

liniB

irnil

11111!

f

Wildly.

New York. Although the doctors ol
the Kings county hospital are accustomed to all sorts of medical nnd sur
gical cases, one that has created in
terest In the Institution Is that of Edward Keller, aged forty-ninL, I., who Is believed to be suffering from Meniere's disease. At Intervals the patient has attacks of vertigo and everything about him seems
to revolve, with the result that the
patient spins like a top until he falls.
During these attacks his eyes roll
wildly and the pain Is excruciating.
Although little is known of the disease, It is supposed to be due to a
condition of the semicircular canal In
the Inner ear.

lives of luxury, are living a hand-to- mouth existence. The possessions
which they once had and that escaped
confiscation by the Bolshevik! clutter
dealers
up the shelves of second-hanIn
these cities. Diamonds,
other
jewels, line tapestries and the count
s
of a luxuri
less costly
ous civilization have been sold by
these refugees to get bread.
The correspondent wns present a
few nights ago at an entertainment
for the benefit of these refugees all
members of the old Russian nobility.
Some of the more fortunate had
snved their evening, clothes. They
were In sharp contrast to those that
had not.
Here and there were men In coats
of one color, trousers of another and
ton shoes or high boots. They danced
with women ns variously clnd some
chic, In latest models, some in shirtwaists and skirts; still others in
frocks so obviously homemade or remade that the poorest shopgirl In
New York would sniff at them.
Fat Bank Rolls.
The casual stranger dropping into
Riga or Reval for a day or two would
never find this poverty. Instead, he
would find cafes, open nil night, where
foreigners, lucky because of the low
rates of Latvian or Esthonlnn exchange, and local profiteers tossed fat
bank rolls of almost worthless rubles
or marks to waiters who count, only
in hundreds or thousands.
An American correspondent who advertised in a Riga newspaper for o
translator able to read, write and
speak fluently English, Russian and
German, and with some knowledge of
Lettish, received 51 replies by mnll.
The corridor facing his room In the
hotel was filled with men and women
seeking to apply personally for the position. Most of them were so well
educnted that they could qualify not
only in the four Inngunges mentioned
but in others as- welJ. They were
cither nut of work or receiving such
small pay in their present employment thut they were anxious to
d

knick-knack-

limine.
Among the applicants were a former colonel In one of the most aristocratic Petrograd guard regiments, a
lozen other former officers, two men
who had been managers of big Rus-dn- n

factories, and many other

1
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Yawn Dislocates Girl's Jaw.
New
York. Anno
Noll,
twenty
years old, a stenographer employed In
Mnnhnttnn, started a long nnd supThe first shot at un enemy craft In 117 years on the Great Lakes, was posedly healthy yawn.
Wljen It came to bringing the yawn
fired in Lake Michigan near Chicago, when the. destroyer Wilmette turned
which was assigned to the United to a healthy close, however, something
her guns on the German submarine
Office assistants, perceivStates by the terms of the armistice. Thirteen shots were fired altogether, went wrong.
been sufficient, as the first shot, fired by the same boy who ing she needed aid, summoned nn
hut one would have
.
.
. Ulna.
Who ........
- ....
M
surgeon and he took her to
j in it1110 imt
fired the first American torpeuo
oi, nan a u.ici ......
Volunteer hospital, suffering from a
submarine
first
the
of
sad.
below,
shot,
that
the
above,
firing
shows,
tratlon
dislocated Jaw.
a the ihell exploded.

un

a

ana
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Thirty Years

CASTORIA
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
If Good Care Is Exercised in Building
Sand-Cla- y
Roads Are Satisfactory.
about

clay

As

one-thir-

the purpose of the clay Is to fill the
voids nnd coat the grains of snnd, sis
Inches of loose, or three Inches of comsurpact clay should make a sand-claface of the proper mixture between
eight and ten Inches thick.
After the clay Is spread, It will generally be found advisable to cover It
with a little sand, which can be done
by means of the road machine or
grader. The next step Is thorough Incorporation of the materials. The mixing proper may be done In a number
of ways and to suit the facilities of
the builder. If the work Is done Just
preceding or during the rainy season
It may be left entirely to traffic, with
frequent shaping by the road grader,
or drag, after heavy rnlns, but this
process Is hard on traffic and requires
a long time. The mixing, can be done
most efficiently by means of a
either during or Immediately
after a rain, or the water may be
The
added with a sprinkling cart.
first partial mixing may be done dry
but the final mixing must be thorough
and should be done when the entire
road surface Is completely saturated
with water until a plastic mortar-likmixture Is secured. This should be
followed by a final shaping with the
and compacting by
road machine
either a roller or by trnfflc.
e

HOW TO PATCH GRAVEL ROAD
Work Should Alwayi Be Done When
Road la Wet, Preferably When
Water Is Standing In Ruts.

Patching is usually neglected or
done In such a way as to cause two
ruts to form where there was but one
before. That is the Invariable result
of filling a rut too full. This work
should always be done when the road
is wet, preferably when the water Is
still standing in every little hollow on
the rond surface, so that the workmen
can just see where to place the new
gravel and about how much Is needed.
Unless the rut Is a very large one,
It is nlways best to shovel the gravel
from the wagon Into It. rather than to
raise a sideboard and attempt to dump
a part of the load. Patching done In
the proper manner when the road Is
wet, followed by a rond drag, will
maintain an old gravel road surface
us good as new until It Is so bndly
worn that ar, entirely new surface is
required. The grarel should never be
poorer than that forming the surface
layer of the old rond, and especially
should contain a little, but not an excess of clay.
FRUIT

Killed a Deer Illegally.
Stroudsburg, Pa. A hunting party
composed of Moses, Ernest. Levy, Alvn
i.adlee and Perry Pine wns fined $500
nnd costs for killing a deer out of
The men were accused by J. W.
Hornbeck and Emmet Steele, game
wardens. Moses and Ernest I.adlee
pleaded guilty to the charge at once
and paid their fines of $100 each nnd
costs. The other three appenled from
the summary conviction until their
cnses were henrd before Judge Samuel
E. Shull, when the appeal was dismissed and they were aV fined 16100
ench nnd costs.
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roads, analysis
proportions : Sand

sand-cla- y

gives the following

Genuine Castoria

New

Princesses As
Stenographers

d

Advantage.

York

Roll

Mothers Know That

by

In construction of sand-cla- y
roads
the necessary drainage is first provided, and then the most suitable clay
obtainable hauled and spread on the
road to such a depth as tests hav
shown to be necessary to form a road
surface eight to ten inches deep. In
general, this will be about six inches
at the center and tapering toward the
sides. Professor House of the Colorado Agricultural college says that In

ago.

For Infants and Children.
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Material Often Mixed on Road Bed

She said at that time

child.

NEW MEXICO

TREES

HIGHWAY

FOR

Not Very Apt to Be Broken Down by
If They
Overzealoua Collector
Arei Common.
Elm, hackberry, or even nut trees
and fruit trees are good to plant along
highways. The objection to fruit and
nut trees is that they may be broken
collectors of
down by overzealous
fruit. This is not apt to happen If
they are common on the highway."
Le Roy Cady, associate horticulturist,

University Farm,

St.

Paul.

Poor Roadt Disliked.
In the ritv. the vonns folks
the bad
are not willing to travel
back
to the ' f
roads
Oni

ler

THE CIMTMIH

Good Road Advantages.
road picks up a farm ten
miles out and moves It five miles in.
B. F. Yoakum.
A good

Community U Benefited.
Onod roads benellt a community by
making travel quk'k, safe, and comfortable

NCW roIK CITV.

The Stage Today.
Noyes, who is conducting a
strong campaign for the purlnVntion
of the "di 111:111, said In 11 recent nildress:
"In Fifth avenue the other day I
saw a crowd usscnilili'il before 11 hairdresser's shop window. The window
contained a wax presentutlon, life size,
of a young lady about to enter her
country."
As I tinned disgustedly away
And so the Woodsman moves to bath.
Washington and one day the Fairy I heard a young man say:
called again nnd said, w. her w. :
"'Why, this hairdresser has sto'en
"Is there anything more I cuii do the plot of at least six of Browlwny'
for you?"
forthcoming plays. He Is bound 10 " be
sued right and left for plagiarism.'
And the President said:
!
You
"Yes, you little
can take me back where I came from
Waiting for the Doctor.
The waiting room of the doctor's
and hand me my ax, and beat It I"
otlice wns full of patients. The doe-tRichmond Times-Dispatcopened the door of his private office and called: "Who la next?"
The Wife's Day for the Car.
"Well, what do you know that's
"Ilow many," asked the chairman of
the meeting, "will promise to be on news?" asked the doctor, as the next
hand next Thursday with their auto- man started to enter the door.
Before the doctor could shut tha
mobiles?"
Not a hand was raised, and the sur- door of the private office all the peo
room . beard hint
I le In tha waiting
prised chairman snld:
"What is the trouble? Surely some reply: "I wns Just reading where Admiral Dewey has captured llanilu bay."
of you own cars?"
"Yes," spoke up a bold Individual,
Around the Clock.
"most of us own cars, but I reckon
"Yes, boys," continued the steepeverybody here Is In the same bout
I 0111. Thursday Is the day the wife lejack, who wns telling "true" and
has the car nnd personally I know It's thrilling stories, "yes. I wns working on
a clock tower one afternoon nbout 12
no use asking for it nt Hint time."
minutes to 6, when I f lipped, slid down
Detroit Free Press.
the roof nnd caught 011 the Ions hand
of the clock. There 1 dangled while
Diners Follow the Leader.
So I
below.
"People are like sheep," said the the town folks collected
"When a dinner Is yells to 'em, "Say, you folks, go home
cynical writer.
to be ordered for a party of six there to your suppers, it'll he close to half
is generally one master mind who an hour before I drop." Houston
will select the kind of soup he wants. Post.
Almost invariably the others will take
Waterproof.
the same kind. So It goes down the
Porters "Itnln stops every one'a
There Is no Individuality. Yes,
line.
"Rnln
doesn't
Waters
I'll admit I usually suggest the more pleasures."
expensive dishes to the master mind. stop the bargain hunters,"
It boosts the check." New York Sun.
Some neonle never ston to count tha
cost, realizing thut they haven't got
Can't Win.
A New York man had his pocket the price, anyway.
picked In court. Going to court Is a
Many dislike excursions, but no!od
losing game any way you look nt it.
Fairy Tale.

"Once upon a time, as nil good stories
begin, there wns a Fairy, and the
Woodsman was cutting down a whale
of a tree when the Fairy eume by and
snld, waving her wand:
"Woodsman, spare thut tree nnd get
a regular Job being President of your

Alfred

dislikes excursion rates.

Detroit Free Press.

Will You Have A Lift
If you have reason to celieve. as

many have, that a change from
coffee or tea would be wise, try

Postum Cereal
You'll find what thousands of
others have found complete satisfaction to taste, and freedom
from harm to nerves or digestion
When coffee or tea disturbs, it's
easy to get up where you belong,

wnn rosuim

There's a Reason

arm.--Bet- ter

Roads.

COMPANY,

Sold by grocers

everywhere
Made by
Postum Cereal Cclnc

Battle Creek.Mich.

IS!!
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The reserve advocate, reserve, new Mexico

R eserve i.items
STATEMENT SHOWING CONDITION
OF

Sheriff Leandro Baca has moved
to the county capital, and will spend
much of his time here from now on.

THE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF MAGDALENA

Springs

Frank A. Emmett. Tax As- aeslsor, spent a few days In Reiere
this week on county business.
Hon

f

451,278.43
73,550.00

U. S. Bonds and Cert'fs.

Other bonds and stocks
Real Estate, Fur. and Fix.

2,750.00

Cash and due from banks

70,361.59

Mr.

and

Mrs. Abb Alexander and
to our little

children drove down
city Thursday.

6,303.39

Miss Frances Argall of Masdalena,
visiting with Mids Ida Birber for
a few days.
Is

$604,243.41
Capita) Stock

50,000.00

Surplus and Profits
Circulation

20,337.75

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Wheeler came
down from their place on the Tular-os- a
to do some shopping and visit
'
with friends.

45,100.00
'

Deposits

333,636.79

Federal Reserve Bank

155,168.87

Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Hilliard and
Todd Hilliard spent a few days this
week visiting with the H. E. Barber

Drilling for oil on the La Joya
of Socorro
week, pro
bably today, according to officials of
the company. The well is being drill
ed by the Val Verde Development
company.
The lands have been examined by
Professor Wells of he state school
of mines, by Geologist Sur, who1 has
made many studies in the Sjcorro
field, and by the company's own geologist, Vernon F. Masters of Kansas
City. A standard rig is now on the
ground.
The officers of the company are;
C. L. Price of Gettysburg, S. D., pres
ident; W. H. Brokaw, of Denver,
vice president; I. E. Youngren, field
superintendent. Matt Slutster and
Charles Peyton, drillers. H. 'L. Gilbert and assoclateS are Interested in
the project.
'

O

Ol'K COUNTY

COMMISSIONERS

family.
$604,243.41

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF MAGDALENA
The Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County

Leandro Baca, sheriff of Catron
county, spent several days this week
in the Quemado (neighborhood on
official business.
A number of young people enloyud
S.
dandy chicken supper at the W.
Hudson ranch west of town SaturMabel.
day night, the guests of Miss
The crowd reported a hilarious time,
just as they always do when they
have been to Hudson's.
a

r.S. HIGGINS,

General Merchant
Carries a full line of

Staple and Fancy Groceries
Dry Goods, Shoes, Notions
Cold Drinks

Jack Frazer sipent several days
this week at Reserve looking after
He was joined at
business matters.
Datil by Fred Baldwin who also made
the trip to the Catron county capital

Candies

Cigars

.

0

:

Monday, July 4th, there was a picnic on the Apache, a general get to
commungether of the people of that
sevcrowds
a
was
large
ity. There
eral from Reserve attending and that
night everyone enjoyed a nice dance
at the home of Mr. and Mrs, F, S.
Brock. The "folks on the creek"
do have the "best dances."
of
Owing to the extreme length
county commissioners proceedings, and the late hour they reached
us, we are a (lay late in issuing the
Advocate. But we are confident our
readers will excuse this delay when
we
they see the proceedings, which
would have been unable to publish
had we come out on time.
the

THE RESERVE REALTY COMPANY

J. JONES, Manager
RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
W.

REAL ESTATE

RANCHES

The work on remodelling the hotel
building for court house purposes is
progressing and when completed,
Catron county will have a building
that will supply all needs for years
I will contain ft 'urge
(o come.
court room and several office rooms,
besides vitulls for the safety of the
records. The vaults ar enow being
constructed and they wili he fire

U.

" In this issue will be found full and
complete proceedings of the county
commissioners of Catron county from
the first preliminary
meeting in
April, until the close of the regular
Every tax payer, and
July meeting.
in fact every adult resident of the
county, should read these proceedThe county commislsioners
ings.
recognize that now is a critical time
not only in Catron county, but also
in the entire country, and economy
should be the watchword not only in
public, but also In private expendis
tures. They are guiding their
on those lines, and we are as--'
sured an economical edministration
of county affairs as long as the present board remain in charge of the
expenditures
Another commendable resolution
was the decision to publish all official) proceedings and orders, in both
English and Spanish. Many of our
residents and tax payers are of Spanish decent, and are entitled to have
the proceedings and orders published
In the language with which they are
most familiar.
They are within the
law In this matter, and right and
justice demand that every resident
should have these published so that
they can be understood by all.
The couny has started out right,
and we are confident that the present
officials will keep up the commendable record thoy have so far made.
Economy is today (he watchword of
everyone and it should also prevail in
the spending of public monies, and
we are confident It will In Catron
county,
act-Ion-

Applicants
Mim

TOWN LOTS

MAY

S.ATTORNEY
Knlmsl

by Senator Itur- -

RwHve Nomination For

Fedora! Jobs in State

CATUON

'

LOCATION

Colonel Charles P. O'Connor, of
recently concluded a
Philadelphia,
deal by the terms of which he will
drill the Red Lake structure in Catron county.
Colonel O'Connor was attracted'uy'
the report of Dean Winchester, for
the United States geological survey
who states that
in bulletin 617-reservior sands of excellent quality
and rather exceptional continuity are
present in the Miguel formation, and
at least two unnamed but persistent
sandstones in the lower part of the
formation furnish beds almost unrivalled as sand in which oil may accumulate, and that a well drilled
2,000 feet deep will test the Cow
Spring anticline and a well 3,000
feet deep will test the Red Lake

Washington, D. C George R.
Craig and Secundino Romero were
nominated lust Thursday to be United
States Attorney and Marshal, respectively, district of New Mexico.
In the first round of the New Mexico fight for federal patronage, Sen.
Holm O. Bu ratlin came out a strong
first. Among the nominations sent
to the senate were those of George
R. Craig to be. United States attorney
nnd Secundino Romero to be United
States marshal.
It is understood structure.
that both had been endorsed by Bur-suColonel O'Connor has made application for an oil and gas permit,
Mr. Craig, formerly a police judge covering all the government .lanA un
in Albuquerque, later district attorthe top of the structure and will start
ney and recently holder of! a tempo- drilling with a standard rig with a
rary appointment as United States capacity of 4,000 feet or more.
It is estimated that the cost of,
attorney, is state chairman of t.he
republican party. His name was pre drilling the first two wells will be
sonted to the republican state con- not less than $300,000.
0
vention last fall as a candidate for
governor, although he was an un- GIVE THE BOYS ATHLETIC
FREEDOM FOR HEALTH
His appoinment
willing candidate.
as United States attorney has been
Would you like to have your boy
regarded as certain.
Romero is the head of the repub- turn out to be a real 100 per cent
lican party in San Miguel county, he man physically as well as menally?
Roses are a delight to the eye and
supported Bursum when there was
opposition to his appointment to the house of roses and keep him there
Ihiited States 'senate. The Romero until he breaks away of his own accandidacy for the marshalship was cord.
Roses re a delight to the eye and
opposed originally by the Otero forces
It being understood
that Manuel B. the sense of smellt but they do not
Otero, of Albuquerque, sought the develop the muscle or add to the
job. It was later stated that Otero breadth of mind.
Give him a ball and bat, a pair of
had withdrawn at the request of Secboxing gloves and a punching bag. i
retary Fall.
Give him a couple of Indian clubs
Romero has been serving as sheriff of San Miguel county.
He was and teach him to swing them.
elected last fall after a bitter strugEncourage him to run and jump
and wrestle and leap fences.
gle with A. A. Sena.
Let his hours
0
recreation, be
healthful and vigorous, and not of
CALL GOOD ROADS
the pink tea variety..
CONVENTION TO BE
,
tcba-living- ,
Teach him to
HELD JULY 27 AND 28
respectful and obedient to his
Santa Fe., N. M. The Santa Fe parents and mindful of the rights of
Chamber of Commerce sent out in- other people, and you will develop
vitations to civic bodies in counties an adult who will be "some man,"
.
O
along the "Ocean to Ocean" highway
raise in the Tularosa
recent
The
and the Santa' Fe trail to appoint
relieved the
delegates to a good roads convention and Frisco river have
on July 27 and 28 to be lieM in the shortage of water below Reserve and
Elks theatre for the discussion of Frisco. The farmers of that section
of enough water in
highway problems with the state are now assured
as well as the stream to irrigate their and with,
highway commission
which was badly needed. They recounty officers.
The chamber of commerce also port crops doing line, and good pros
went on record as favoring the pro pects for the fall harvest.
posed two million dollar highway
Subscribe For The Advocate.
bond issue.
-
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OIL LEASES

A

MARSHAL;

sixteen miles north
Musick, from near Horse grant
some time this
start
will
was a business visitor in

this week.

town

APRIL 28, 121
Loans and Discounts

G.

W.

PHILADELPHIA CONCERN
WILL DRILL FOR OIL ON

WILL START DRILL
SEC ROMERO IS
IN TEST FOR OIL'
AT SOCORRO SOON
CRAIG

IS APPOINTED

si

;t!i

l

STATE ENGINEER
GILLETT RESIGNS
Fe, July 14. Governor
today appointed Charles A.
May, assistant highway engineer for
the last twoyears, as state engineer
when State Engineer LeslJe A.
resigned.
Mr. Gillett retained the office of
highway engineer. In his resignation he said the highway department's work has grown so rapidly
during the last two years that one
man could not now hold both places
and he wished to give his entire
time to the post of highway engineer.

Santa

Mechem

Gil-le- tt

BANK OF MAGDALENA
Report

of

the Condition at the Close of Business
JUNE 30, 1021

O

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Stocks and Bonds

$446,243.42

,'

EMERGENCY FREIGHT
RATE ON' LIVESTOCK
0 HAYS
CONTINUES

FIRST

2,351.63

Real Estate, Fur. and Fix.

17,403.29

Cash and Due from Banks

75,881.21
$541,870.55

LIABILITIES
Capital
Surplus and Profits

You'll enjoy the
sport of rolling
em with P. A.!

30,000.00
52,151.35

Southwest livestock growers will
continue to pay the present freight
rates until September 15, according
to information received at the local
office of the state cattle and wool
growers association from the Amerl
cn National Livestock association. At
the request of the national and stale
associations, an emergency cut of
e
about 3 5 per cent from the
increase was made for shipping cattle
In the southwest.
The emergency
was to expire JuJy 15. The matter
was discussed at. various association
meetings and it was urged that tin
cut rate be extended long enough
to allow the stock grower to take
advantage of it late this summer, nr
until a general cut was made in
cattle freight rates.
rao.,afhun
Accrdingo.aswd
According to the information, received, all effected railway lines, with
the exception of the Southern Pacific of Texas, have concurred in the
extension of the emergency period.

Prirrt Albert ft arid
in toppy red wra,
tidy red tins, hard-tom- e
pcur.d and halt
pound tin humidor
and in the pound
crystal glass humi
dor with Mpongi
moiMtensr
top.

Rediscounts and Bills Payable

396,198.18
63,530.02
9541,870.55

The Strongest Bank With The Largest
Deposits in Socorro County

papers and some Prince
Albert tobacco and puff away
on a home made cigarette
that will hit on all your
smoke cylinders !
No use sitting-b- y
and saythis
cash
ing maybe you'll
hunch tomorrow. Do it while
'
the goingyg0J,
you can't figure out
whatyou'repassingby! Such
flavor, such coolness, such

fr

war-tim-

Deposits

thing you do next
get some' makin's

more-ish-ne-

p4 film

pti

ss

man-Oma-

n,

well, the only

way to get the vords emphatic enough is to goto it
and know yourself!

And, besides Prince
Albert's delightful flavor,

there's its freedom from bits
and parch which is cut out by
our exclusive patented process! Certainly
you smoke
P. A. from sun up till you
slip between the sheets without a comeback.
co

Prince Albert is the tobacthat revolutionized pipe

smoking. If you never could
smoke a pipe
forget it I
You can AND YOU WILL
if you use Prince Albert
for packing! It's a smoke
revelation in a jimmy pipe
or a cigarette!

Mil
Copyright 1921
by It. J. Kc.ynold
Tobuccn Co.

Wiu&tcm-Sale-

N.C.

the

actional joy smoke

.
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THE ROMANCE OF WORDS

SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT

I

"SINCERE."
FIRST glance the English
ATword
"sincere" vould appear to have little connection
with "wax" but, by reason of
a custom
among
prevalent
Roman builders, that Is precisely where U came from.
In ancient Rome workmen frequently took short cuts and
skimped their labors, It being a
common
practice for marble
workers to apply a piece of wax
to a chipped part of the stone
in order to conceal the defect
made by a. too hasty or too carethe sun
When
less stroke.
melted the wax, the defect In
the statue or column or pedestal
nce apparent.
be at
would
Meanwhile, however, the laborer
had been paid and the purchaser
would find himself with a damaged article on his hands.
'
In time, the words "sine
cera" (without wax) began to
appear In building agreements,
thus stipulating that the work
would be carried out by skilled
workmen and completed without
Graduthe use of camouflage.
ally the terra book on a broader'
meoning and was applied to persons who were believed to be
free from defects, who were
genuine and who might be
In
English,
safely trusted.
therefore, all that is expressed
In the one word "sincere."

By F. A. WALKER
Uailllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllln

FACING

THE MUSIC.

or under what circuits
O stances the expression "facing the
music," originated is, so far as I know,
unrelated history, but one thing
certain, It Is one of the most expres
sive of the many pungent American
Isms that a nation npt In coining
phrases has originated.
I suspect that It had some sort of
a military application in the beginning, that It meant that a soldier
should always face the front where
the bund was playing and where the
action was going on.
T UST when

There are, us I understand It, only
two eCpTahatlons for a soldier being
shot In the back.
One is that one of his own men,
too excited to take proper aim, wounded him unintentionally. The other Is
that he had Ills back to the enemy
and was running away.
The fellow that Is facing the music
never gets hit In the back.
That is' just as true off the field
of battle as it is on It. And It proves
that there Is only one way to fight and
that is facing the foe squarely.
You never can evade REAL trouYou may defeat It. You may
ble.
overcome
what seems Insuperable.
But to do that you have to FIGHT
It, not FEAR It.
And the best, way to battle anything Is to face It squarely, fight It

cannot go to see one you can surely
read the other without great trouble.

If danger threatens you FACE IT.
If adversity threatens you FACE IT.
If you have lost your job or your
money or even your sweetheart put
on the best front you know how and
battle whatever circumstance presents
Itself face to face.
It Is related by Sir Charles Napier
that by fearlessly fuclng a tiger he
sent It cowering
back Into the
Jungle. If he had turned away in the
slightest degree he would have been
.
killed.
The Psalmist says, "Thou madest
him (man) to have dominion over the
works of Thy hand. Thou hast put
all things under his feet."
One of the truest things ever snld
by a politician wax the telegram
which a state of Maine man sent to
a despairing candidate "Remember
God hates a quitter."
Everybody hates a quitter. A man
may love and gain applause but a
quitter doesn't get even sympathy.
Face the music. Fight a good fight.
Then, win or lose, you will have done
yourself the credit of trying the best
you knew how, of giving the best that
was In you, or being down, perhaps,
but never out.

(Copyright)
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SCHOOL DAYS

Cook

Book
Of all the earthly music that reaches
farthest Into heaven, Is the beating of a
truly loving heart. H. W. Beecher.

FOOD FOR THE FAMILY.

the children carrots; the
tender carrot Is rich in iron
and other minerals needed In the blood.
Serve them once or twice a week In different ways so that the family will
not tire of them. Cooked In as little
water as possible and served with
butter In their own sauce, with perhaps a dash of lemon Juice and a
grating of nutmeg, no vegetable Is
tBf.r wholesome or nopetlzlng.

GIVE

CQPYftGftr
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1 THE GIRL ON THE JOB
S
E

5
5
JESSIE ROBERTS 1

How to Succeed How to Get
Ahead How to Make Good

By
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IN THE OFFICE.
is no better way to waste
time than to work In an
office where there Is friction between
the employees.
The root of the evil is generally
poor organization. If you are given
orders by someone whom you do not
recognize as your superior, you are
likely to get huffy. You don't carry
out the orders as you should. The
work of the office suffers.
Every office should have an understanding as to the rating of each em
ployee. If you give orders there must
be no mistake in your right, if you
take orders you should understand
that the person giving them has the
authority.
If the office Is small it Is easy for
the head to give Instructions on this
point. If It Is large It is better to
have a chart showing the exact position of each member of the force.
But there are other sources of friction. A habit of fault finding and criticism Is an excellent medium for fric
tion. Don't fall Into the hnblt of
criticising your superiors. It Is a
schoolgirl trick. The entire atmosphere of an office can be poisoned by

THEItE

that

CM5

Tka world's

crowded cvra

I rvther like

MewaDAMr Union.

TO

ALL WEATHERS

Device Shown In Illustration Is Practical and Convenient in All Cases
Where Double Doors Have
Been

Installed.

The usual style of latch for garage
and other double doors that are exposed on one side to the weather, allows the doors to warp, which makes
them difficult to fasten. To avoid
this, the fastener shown In the sketch
was devised. The device consists of
a
wide, and
long,
Inch thick steel lever working on a
pivot on one door, a washer being
placed between the door and the lever.
At 4 Inch on the right and
sides of the pivot, holes are bored.
Two
pieces are then made
out of flat Iron bars that are of sufficient size to sllile easily along the bar.
h

left-han- d

Bar Holds Plungers.
Two
round bars are cut to
such a length that they will project
l',4 Inches over the top of one door

Pf3fT

jL

" rtLce,

eh
W

hotbed of this sort of thing, get
out of It. You will do better to take
a chance, even to accept a lower salary, where the spirit of the employees
Is friendly, and the whole office force
You will do better
works together.
work, stand more chance of promotion,
and your character will not suffer.
(Copyright.)
Is a

LYRICS OF LIFE
By DOUGLAS MAIXOCH

THE LITTLE GODS.
all error, God all truth?
jS MAN
I sometimes wonder.
Why ''oes
God
I'ut noble hearts In coats uncouth
And silken raiment on a clod?
Rags for the innocent to wenr
And for the Jade .the satin shawl
I see such error everywhere
I sometimes wonder, after all.
And yet I do not wonder long:
Is not Ills
This topsy-turvThe world of right, the world of wrong,
The same toduy and ever Is.
If sin wears satin, virtue rags,
'Tis not God's fault It Is because
We sit upon our money-bag- s
And dare to change God's very laws,

The brakes of an automobile are
designed for efficiency and long life
If given proper attention, but because
It is Inconvenient to clean and Inspect
and lubricate them, the majority of
auto owners utterly neglect them.
Every month or two there should
be an Inspection of the brakes from
pedal to dram, particularly the parts
that are out of sight under the car
and difficult to get at, according to
II. Clifford Brokaw, of West side Y.
M. C. A. auto schools, New York city.
They should be cleaned of mud and
gummed greuse with kerosene, olj
holes should be opened up thoroughly
and every part inspected for wear.
Small parts which are worn may be
replaced for a few cents and this
may prevent a serious accident caused
by the brakes giving awny at a critical time. The brake linkage should
be lubricated In accordance with the
lubrication chart of the enr with persistent regularity. Brakes will work
easier, and give better service If they
Likewise they
are taken care of.
should be kept adjusted so that they
work with equal force upon each
wheel. Uneven adjustment produces
undue wear on tires and Is a frequent
cause of skidding. The adjustment Is
so simple there Is no excuse for neglecting this.

Pottsville. Pa. -- "I suffered with
female trouble for four or five years and
my work at times
lilUnd took medicine
from a doctor and
I
got no benefit.
saw Lydia E.

'ifi

HjrV
M'

Pink-ham- 's

Vegetable

j'i"

Compound advertised in the newspapers and took it
and got all right. I

!

gained

.

twenty

pounds or more and
am now able to do my work. I recommend the Vegetable Compound to my
friends and you may use these facts as a

testimonial. 'Mrs. Sallie Siefert,
Fourth Street, Pottsville, Pa.
The everyday life of many housewives
is a continual struggle with weakness
and pain. There is nothing more wearing than the ceaseless round of household duties and they become doubly hard
when some female trouble makes every
bone and muscle ache, and nerves all on
813 W.

ff you are one of these women do not
suffer for four or five years as Mrs.
Siefert did, but profit by her experience
and be restored to health by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

Old Ed Howe's Neighbor.
If you want to talk blue talk ; busi
ness all gone to pot; country facing
the worst tlmo in Its history; haven't
begun to see the hard times yet ; prices
going lower and half the merchants are
of the farms
going to full;
CRANK CAUGHT ON BACKFIRE will be foreclosed, and all that line of
conversation, don't come around and
Hook So Arranged That It Will Not talk It to the Times. In the first place
we don't believe It, and in the second
Interfere With "Spinning" of
Auto Engine.
place It makes us feel bad and nervous
for a while. Clay Center (Kan.)
That little hook turns the trick. If Times.
the engine backtlres when you are
cranking It, It can fly back only so far
as the hook, when the hook catches
and holds It, thus preventing It from
flying on around and hitting you on
s

ASPIRIN

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

and the bottom of the other. One
end of each bar Is then welded to the
center of each
piece, a hole
being bored nt a right angle to the
side of the piece and through the legs,
A rivet Is then Inserted through the
hole In the round bnr and legs of the
U section. The rivet should be of sufficient tightness to aJlow the bar to
Make a
move freely up and down.
guide out of n piece of a rectangular
iron bar, part of which should be
twisted while hot at a right angle.
A hole of Riifllclent size to slip over
Hook Catches Crank.
the top of the plunger Is bored In one
and
screw
holes
the
end,
put through
the back of the forearm nnd breaking
opposite end. This bnr holds the plunIt an experience all too many men
In
a vertical position.
ger
have had. The hook Is so made and
hung that It will not Interfere with
Prevent Wear on Holes.
the "spinning" of the engine In crankTo prevent wear on the holes In ing it, but at the same time will catch
the casing and sill, It Is best to have the crank on a backfire nnd keep It
a short, flat bar of steel with a hole from turning a full revolution.
bored In Its center and also screw
holes near Its ends, screwed to the PLAN FOR LAPPING PISTONS
top casing and sIJl of the door. A
guide Is also to be made for the bot- Of Many Substances Used In Operatom plunger. Both the top and bottom
tion Rotten Stone Has Been Found
plunger rods should he tapered slightMost Satisfactory.
easso
will
at
their
ends,
that they
ly
In
holes
enter
bored
the
the casing
ily
Many substances are used In the
and sill. When the handle of the
of lapping pistons. Among
operation
lever Is in a horizontal position the them are fine emery dust, ground glass
plunger rods are level with the top and rotten stone, of which the latter
and bottom of the doors.
gives best results. When the glass Is
A rnbbet nailed to the outlsde of used there Is always a possibility that
one door and extending over the Joint, some particles of It will become Imf
For en- bedded In piston or cylinder metal.
makes a
Joint.
tering the building. It Is customary to Hacing drivers use rotten stone, mixing
have a small door made In the large a little cylinder oil with It to form
door opposite the one carrying the a thin paste. In lapping the piston
lever. W. S. Standlf'ord In Popular ' It should be given both a reciprocating
Science Monthly.
and oscillating motion.
storm-proo-

IS LATEST MOTORING
SIGNAL TO PREVENT ACCIDENTS

"AUTO-ARM- "

"""l"mn"1"

j
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Warning I Unless you see the nam
"Bayer" on package or on tablets yon
are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
years and proved safe by millions.
Take Aspirin only as told In the Bayer
package for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Lumbago and for Pain. Handy tin
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages.
Aspirin Is the
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Monoaceticacldester of Sallcycaclxt- Glass Workers Lose Sight.
of the workmen In the glass
factories of Venice begin to lose their
sight after they have passed their fortieth year and soon become totally
blind.
The impairment of vision la
caused by the excessive heat and the
glare from the glass furnaces.
Many

Don't Forget Cutlcura Talcum

When adding to your toilet requisites.
An exquisitely scented face, skin, baby
and dusting powder and perfume, renother perfumes superfluous.
dering
You may rely on It because one of the
Cutlcura Trio (Soap, Ointment nnd
Talcum). 25c each everywhere.- -

The New Habit.
"Are you having any difficulty enforcing prohibition In Crimson Gulch?"
"No," replied Cnctus Joe. "Man Is
the creature of hnblt, and while we
dunno whether we approve of it ot
not, we can't help beln' surprised at
the number of men that has contracted
the hubit of not takln' a drink."
He who has misgivings at the start
will never finish anything.

i,nlM

Do you
know why

it's toasted?

time we play the lord,
Forgetting God, ourselves are gods,
And virtue punish, sin reward,
slumbers.
While Judgment
Justice
Our

Compound

little

To seal in
the delicious

nods.
And then some day a mighty hand
Shall sweep us from our stolen

Burley flavor

throne
No little gods shull rule the land,
But God shall rule, and men atone.

It's toasted.

little gods are many lust,
Extravagance and Idleness,
And greed that bathes Itself in dust,
kn
lppant speech, Immodest dress;
The little gods shall rule awhile
Their little women, Tittle men
And then the Only God will smile
And set the world to rights again,'
The

I

tke Kurw!rv

I
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cluttered
folks ;
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vpitK
I cuvt
escape- - them
pln.ce.,
Buttrvy
then except m

Orange Sherbet
Use a pint of orange Juice, a quarter of a cup of lemon Juice, sugar to
jawppten and nrid one nlnt of cream.
jthreeze and serve with a garnish of
canaieii peei or orange marmaiaae.

ifiv Mini

ADAPTABLE

Weathers.

S'tring Beans and Tomatoes.
Take freshly cooked string beans
and put Into a baking dish with some it.
If you are working In an office
olive oil, chopped onion, parsley, salt
As the
and pepper. Cook slowly.
beans dry out add the strained Juice
THE CHEERFUL
of tomatoes.
Cheese With Tomatoes.
Take one cupful of stewed tomatoes,
one-haslice of onion chopped, and
one cupful of cheese cut in bits; cook
until soft and then add a teaspoonful
of salt and the same amount of paprika. Serve on toast or hot crackers.

Every Month From Pedal to Drum,
Particularly Parts Difficult
to Get At

Easily Operated.

Will Be Found to Be a
Practical and Convenient Door Fastener Which Gives Satisfaction In All

boxer faces the
He stands squarely In front
music.
of li'rS'VilVersury where either hand
will have to travel the shortest possible distance to land.

Mother's

Steel Lever Working on a Pivot
So Arranged That It Is

This Device

d

The man who turns away from
trouble, who thinks to escape It by
avoidance, who doesn't face It bravely and manfully Indicates a lack of
courage and an absence of Judgment.
Nothing will give your adversary
more en cmirn cement than the evi
dence which you may display of a
desire to quit.
Many a man has won a fight after
he has lost it simply because his opponent guve up when he was not defeated.
There was only one man on the
ships of Columbus who really made
the trip from Spain to the new 'world
and that was Columbus himself. All
the others quit days before the shore
of Son Salvador was sighted.
because he never turned
his back to the dongers, never took
his eyes from looking forward, he
always faced the music.
There ure two splendid memorials
to this exhibition of sheer courage.
One Is the statue of Columbus In front
of the great terminal station at Washington ; the other the Inspiring poem
"Sail On" by Joaquin Miller. If you

DO HER WORK
Majority of Automobile Owners
After Long Suffering Mrs. Siefert
Neglect Them.
Was Restored to Health by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Inspection Should Be Made at Least

Mil

you ever saw two boxers In the
one of them fought with
the side of his body towards the
other, you will have noticed perhaps
that the man who fought sideways
never landed a blow with the hand
that was farthest from his opponent.
If he tried to strike with It his
competitor knew long enough In advance to thoroughly guard himself
against its effects.

If

ring and

ABLE TO

ON GARAGE DOOR

(Copyright.)

fairly.

The

BRAKE RODS REQUIRE
CAREFUL ATTENTION

1 HANDY FASTENER

.

LUCE!

STRIKE
CIGARETTE,

(Copyright)
CH

1

Should Have Been Pinched.
Two London policemen, in order to
obtain evidence against n club, played
poker therein, hut It was a piker's
game. They lost only nine shilling
between them. Boston Tfnpor'pt.

The picture practically tolls its own tale of this new auto signal, calculated to keep the cars following from bumping Into one. Also, the signal tells
the traffic cop ahead what the chauffeur Intends to do at the comer. The device Is situated directly In front of the driver, so that he knows what signal
,s showing no chance of a breakdown causing an accident The operating
'ever la within easy reach from the driving "wheel.

W. N. U.. DENVER, NO.
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depreciated is argument enough for
those who believe In a tariff that the
rates should be higher than t.iey
ever were in our history.
"Consider the fact that of all our
agricultural production during the
r
years we only exported a
very small per cent. For instance,
we exported only 3.8 per cent of our
tota lgrain production and consumed 96.2 per cent in the United States.
If sufficient tariff to maintain the
standard of wages and living would
destroy our export for the measly
3.8 per cent surplus, we would at
least retain a market for 96.2 per
cent of our total production.
"Today the west Is facing defeat
in congress in its effort to continue
development, more particularly be
cause congressmen represent highly
centralized industrial sections of the
Atlantic seaboard are dreaming of
cheap food from Angentina, Austrlla
and Siberia. If advisable to do so,
New Mexico should back her able
senators by sending to Washington
a committee representing bankers
cattlemen, sheepmen and farmers.'
pre-wa-

C. A. Long, district engineer of the
forest service, returned to Abuquer-qu- e
last week, after an extensive trip
through Arizona and New Mexico inan
or
has
Dona Ana county, to our south,
perfected
specting forest service roads. He
to
effort
forth
that the road from Albuqueris
which
reports
procure
every
putting
ganization
que to Laguna is like a boulevard,
sen
state
for
former
senatorial
nomination
the republican
but that from Laguna west to
ator H. B. Holt, and they will use every honorable endeavor
It is choppy. This is due, he
says, to repair and reconstruction
to see that he receives the nomination at the convention.
work which is being done in places.
Dona Ana county also has an avowed candidate for Cruched rock is being put on this
this nomination at the hands of the democrats of the state, road, and when the work has been
it will mean an excellent
in the person of R. L. Young, a leading lawyer of Las Cru completed
road from here to Gallup.
ces. Both the republicans and democrats are b,asing their The road from Gallup west to
Ariz., Is in rather bad shape,
hopes of success for their candidates on the ground that he
Arizona seems to havej
reports.
the senatorship should go to some one in the southern no intention of repairing this stretch
o
the near future.
part of the state. Their aspirations for their favorite sons in Mr.
Long stated that the road from
is commendable, but at this time it is not well taken or
Luna, N. M., to Alpine, on the state
feasible. Either man would make a good U. S. Senator, line, will be finished in 15 days. This
but they would not make as good a senator, or secure as road is being built by the forest ON
service at a cost of $6,000, and it
much for the state as will Holm 0. Bursum.
eliminates a very steep hill which
to Denver Contractors.
While Bursum is a product of Socorro county, the formerly made it impossible for auto Contract
Work Will Be Started At Once,
to use it.
mobiles
S.
U.
office
Senator
of
demand for his retention in the high
and Pushed Until Completed
The forest service is also planning
is state wide. Bursum is a man of the people, and the to build a road from .Reserve, the
(From Magdalena News)
county seat of Catron county, to Luna
This road will .open up a formerly
COMMERCIALLY
HAVE WE ASBESTOS
Stryker & Company, road contracinaccessible country.
tors of Denver, Colorado, secured the
installation
the
attended
Mr.
Long
In western Socorro county and in portions of Catron
contract for the work on the Datil
of county officers at Reserve on July
will begin organizing his
county there are many good showings of asbestos1 and this 1 and 2. He said that considerable Canyon, and
forces within a few days.
working
was
of
the
the
shown
by
who
know the game. spirit
people
mineral is being investigated by men
The contract price was $62,100.00
A unique wedding was
new county.
It is claimed that in some of the prospects the showing is performed
on the speakers platform considerably belowthe estimates made
This is a state
by the government.
extremely good. Asbestos is a mineral that is in demand for the first couple to be married in aid
project, known as No. 52 and the
After
the
Catron
wedding
county.
the world over, and the mine that has it in commercial a
collection of $30 was taken up to national government furnishes one
half of the funds.
would
and
and
the
of
length
necessary grade
quantities
buy the couple a present.
When this work, and other work
fiber
of
and
the
owners.
a
its
Length
grade
prove bonanza to
now in course of construction is comis a very important factor in determining the price of as
pleted, the Ocean to Ocean Highway
OF will be the best continuous stretch'
inch in length which is worth
bestos' If fiber one-ha- lf
of roadbed in the state, T,he work,
$1400 to $2000 a ton, were broken into quarter inch lengths
so far is all first class and will be
maintained in that condition with
the resulting material would only sell for $100 to $150 a ton
but very little annual outpay.
The fibrous
and

THE SENATORSHIP

Gal-llu- p

.

WORK TO START

DATIL CANYON

TO ALASKA?

AND TRAILS GOOD IN 1
SEVERAL NATIONAL FOREST

ROADS

Elfego Baca, attorney, of Albuquer
que, Socorro and El Paso, is in Washington spending the heated term.
Those In power have not found out
what Mr. Baca is seeking, and like
the celebrated
New York banker,
Elfego refuses to incriminate himself by answering questions.
It is
not new to have New Mexicans when
in Washington, declare they seek no
office or official favor, but it will be
new when such a case a week old
fails to develop officitis. However,
Mr. Baca's old friendship with Secre
tory Fall (dating back, according to
Mr. Baca, to the "days when neither
of us amounted to much") is so well
known that no surprise will bo felt
if Mr. Baca takes a rain check for
that cooler climate, any day now.

'1

Roads and trails In the Datil,
and Apache national forests
are in exceptionally good condition,
according to G. H. Lautz, engineer
from the Washington office of the
forest service, stated after returning
from an inspection of these forests.
Mr. Lautz will leave in a few days
for Colorado, where he wil make slm
ilar inspections of trail and road
work in the Colorado forests.
It is the opinion of Mr. Lautz that
it is uncertain what type of bill
will be passed at Washington, whether the
bill, the Town
send bill or an amendment combination of the two will finally be put
through.
Fipps-Down-

o

O

CASH AND CARRY ON WHEELS
The latest fad is the "Cash and
Carry" on wheels. The enterprising proprietor fits up a Ford with
ice box for butter, eggs and perishables and sacks up his groceries in
packages, and then makes the rounds
delivering from door to door, as he
makes his Bales. Gallup is the only
town in New Mexico that has this
service and the inovation
will be
watched with interest by the merchants of other towns.

(From Magdalena News)
J. R. Gaunt, the Reserve banker,
accompanied by Mrs. Gaunt passed
through Magdalena Sunday morning
enroute home from Socorro,-lsrMr. Gaunt met with the board of
county commissioners of Socorro
county, of which body he is a member
They also visited ED Paso while away
from home. Mr. Gaunt was driving
a new Nash roadster on the return
e

trip.
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A. KIEHNE, Presjdent.

J. R. GAUNT,

FOREST SERVICE

to the fact that

the stockmen

New Mexico and Arizona, the

REVENUES DROP
Income in the southwestern district of the forest service from timber grazing lands, special privileges,
damages and other sources for the
fiscal year which ended June 30, is
much lower than it has been in previous years, it is announced at the
district forest service office.
There has been only $200,000 tak
en in this past year, while In the
year ending June 30, 1920, there was
$800,000 taken in. Officials say that
the great reduction is due largely

of

states

which make up the district, have
been allowed until September to pay
their grazing fees.
While this Income from grazing
Hands is one of the chief sources, the
present condition is also largely due
to the fact that most of the large
lumber mills in the two states have
been closed down, and are not using
timber.
The forecast for aiext year is that
a normal amount will be taken in
by the national' forests of the disNext year's income will be
trict.
greatly augmented by the grazing
fees paid in September which should
have been included in the past year.

MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL
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clusion of hostilities, considering the
financial status of Europe, to increase
our exports over the pre-waverage
at least for several years to come."
Mr. Miller believes that restoration
of adequate credit is the solution for
the home markets problem.
''Aside from demanding legitimate
credits, there is one other Important
question to all New Mexicans at this
time" he says. "Being large produc
ers of agricultural and livestock products we are, regardless of political
affiliations, deeply interested in what
the rates in the regular tariff bill
now being introduced in congress
shall be.
"The very fact that foreign coun
tries are in a distressed financial
condition with their currency greatly
By Charles
0
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t
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(Tucumcari

$35,000.00

American)

Senator Bursum is filling a short
te'rm until the special election in September, but there is nothing short
about The work he is doing for the
people of New Mexico in the time he
has been at it. Senator Bursum is
pushing land legislation for the state,
men are getting attention,
stockmen and farmers are being look
ed after, irrigation, etc. Bursum is
busy doing something and getting
somebody else busy to do something
for New Mexico all the time.
His record merits an election in
September and the republicans of the
Btate are getting ready to give him
the honor. The right thing to do
for Bursum would be to make it unanimous for the nomination. There
is not enough opposition to make
a disturbance In the entire state outside of Dona Ana county and they
have too many statesmen down there
to get anywhere with any of them.

Respectfully solicits the business of residents of the new county.
Every courtesy and accommodation extended our customers consistent with safe, conservative banking methods.
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O
BIG

DOINGS

AT RAMAH

Raman, one of the richest irrigation districts in the state about 80
miles north of Quemado, is making
preparations for a big celebration
July 25th and 26th. It will be O
Pioneer Celebration with parade of
immigrant train and an attack on
same by Indians and a rescue by soldiers and cowboys.
Ramah is in the heart of the Zunl
and Navajo Indian reservatious and
will have at least 1000 Indians at
the celebration. Indian dances will
feature both days of the celebration.
Fne camp grounds and good bathing facilities are available on the
grounds and every one Is invited to
attend the biggest celebration of this
kind ever held in the southwest.
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NOTING SHORT ABOUT SENATOR
BURSUM BUT THE TERM
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Capital and Surplus
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RESERVE STATE BANK

WOOL GROWERS

structure, toughness, incombustibility
low heat conductivity are the properties that make asbestos TARIFF INCREASE
The most important way in which asbestos is
valuable.
Roswell, N. M. July 11. Prager
utilized is as yarn or thread used in the manufacture of Miller,
president of the New Mexico
many types of steam packing, fireproof cloth, rope, and Wol Growers' association, believes
the schedules in the tariff bill, as it
brake linings.
has been reported out of the commit)-teNo known substance can be satisfactorily substituted
are entirely inadequate as far as
for asbestos in the manufacture of the better qualities of the sheep Industry is concerned in
particular and the agricultural interthese articles, and only the highest grades can be used for ests
in general. He also says that
such purposes. Material consisting of shorter or less flex in his opinion entirely too muoh stres
ible fibers is used very extensively in the manufacture of is being put upon exports, rather
than looking to the conditions in
insulating material to cover steam pipes, boilers, etc.; as the home market. He suggests that
bestos paper and milboard for high pressure gaskets and wool growers, cattle men, bankers
and farmers in New Mexico arrange
packings; stove linings; airjrcell pipe coverings; shingles and at once to send representatives to
other roofing material; wall plaster; "Bitulithic" paving; each of thes egroups to apper before
the committees at the proper time
"85 per cent magnesia"; acid-an- d
corrosive-proo- f
pipe, wall in
Washington.
tile, and desk coverings; filters, asbestos paint, etc. Large "The first consideration, it seems
quntities of asbestos is also used in refrigerator and cold to me, in finding a solution for the
present ills of our country," said Mr.
storage plants.
of the
MiMer, "is the restoration
Unfortunately, only a small proportion of the asbestos Amercican market, Over a period
mined in most places is of high grade. The material chief of 10 years immediately prior to the
world war we exported only 10 per
ly sought and most widely used. Arizona is the largest cent of the production of the country.
We cannot expect now at the conproducer of asbestos.
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If you are ailing
You want Pure Drugs
And

that

is what

you will always find at this Drug

Store. Our drugs are pure, fresh, and everything
you need is carried in stock.

We also have a full line of patent medicines,, Toilet

J

Articles, Stationery, and everything usually found
in an up to date

Pharmacy.

GAUNT'S PHARMACY, RESERVE
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THE RESERVE

ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

SEALED BIDS WANTED BY THE
COUNTS- COMMISSIONED OP
CATBON

You will look
well in a

N. M.

COUNTY,

Whereas, at a regular meeting of

the county commissioners of Catron
County, state of New Mexico, held at
Reserve, New Mexico, on July 2,
1921, it was ordered that bids be received for the transcribing of all re.
cords affecting the county's of Catron
and Socorro, New Mexico.
Now therefore, in compliance with
the order of said commissioners of
Catron County, New Mexico, bids for
said transcribing of said records, will
be received .at the office of the county

clerk of Catron county, at Reserve,
New Mexico, up to and including 12
m. of the '22n'd day of July, 1921.

Pricilla Dean Tarn

ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW

Baldwin Brothers
Incorporated

3

Parties submitting bids for said trans
cribing of records to furnish bonds
in sum specified and approved by said
board of county commissioners.
The county commissioners of said
Catron County, New Mexico, reserve
ti.e right to accept or reject any and
all bids submitted.
Gi'ven under my band and the seal
of my' office this 2nd day of July,
A. D. 1 921, at my office at Reserve,
Catron County, New Mexico.
ANTONIO CHAVES,
(SEAL)'
Clerk, Catron County,
New Mexico.
Attest:
W. J. JONES,
Chairman- Board of
County Commissioners.
Propuestas Cerradas So Desean Por
Los Comisionados Do Condado
Del Ciniiloriu Do Catron
Nuevo Mexico
Por cuonto en una sesion regular
de loa comislonados de Condado del
Condado de Catron, Estado de Nuevo
Mexico, tenlda en Reserve, Nuevo
Mexico, Julio 2, 1921, se ordeno que
propuestas fueran recibldas por trans
cribir los registros que affectan los
Condados' de Catron y Socorro, Nuevo
Mexico.

YVHEJN

.

YUU VISIT M A(j D ALE JN A

Ahora por lo tanto, de conformi-da- d
con la orden de dichos Comislonados del Condado de Catron, Nuevo
n
Mexico, propuestas para dicha
de dichoa registros seran
recibidaa en la oficina del Secretario
de Condado del Condado de Catron,
en Reserve, Nuevo Mexico, hasta en
incluyendo Has 12 medio dia del dia
22 de Julio, 1921.
iLas personas que
sometan propuestas por dicha trans,
cripcion de los registros dara fianza
en la suma speciilcada y aprobada por
dicho Cuerpo de Comisl onados de Con

n

Magdalena Cafe

dado.
Los Comisionados
dicho Condado de

da' Condado de
'
Nuevo
Cavtron,
el derecho de ac-

reservan
cepter d rechazar todas y" cualesquie.
ra propustas somtidas.
Dado bajo mi puno jr. el eello de
mi oficina este dia 2 de Julio, 1921,
en mi oficina en Reserve, Condado
de Catron, Nuevo MexUso.
ANTONIO CHAVEZ,
(SELLO)
St;cretarlo.
Condado de Catron,
Nuevo Mexico.
Atesto':
W. J. JONES
Presidente Cuerpo
de Comisionados.
Mexico,

GOOD
ALL

SERVICE

COURTEOUS

THE DELICACIES

TREATMENT

THE MARKET AFFORDS

WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
COME IN AND SEE US

O

CATTLEMEN HAVE RECEIVED
LOANS
OF SIX MILLION'S;
SOON
MORE
TO FOLLOW

LOST Black Folder Purse, belong
ing to Frank E. Gosline, in Magda.
lena, or on Ocean to Ocean Highway.
More than six millions of dollars
Finder return to this office and reRESERVE ,NEW MEXICO
in loans to cattlemen- are already re
ceive suitable reward.
0
ported by the loan. board who are
the fifty million fund made
SUIT CASE LOST
handling
C.
DR.
W. HARPER
Between Reserve and Joe Porter availablb through 'the1 efforts of SenPhysician and Surgeon
residence last Saturday night. Re ator Bursum and others, and it is
Office at Reserve Hospital
ward for return to Dowell Ward, expected relief for tho stockmen of
New Mexico will be realized in the
Reserve, New Mexico.
;
near future.
The secretary of the
0
THE RESERVE
LOST
Box containing books, be- treasury and the Federal Loan Board
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
tween Magdalena aBd Quemado
have made all preliminary arrangeA. Kiehne, Pres.
Finder please send to P. B. Bryan, ments for handling thei loans in tho
W. J. Jones,
southwest through the banking synDatil, N. M.
C. W. Harper, Secy.
dicate organized for the purpose.
Most of the county officials are
O
now located In their own residences. BURSUM VOTES AG AINST
FRENCH
Sheriff Baca anid family are occupyVACATION IN THE SENATE
Undertaking Parlors
EMBALMING
ing the builkling formerly used as a
Senator Bursum refuses to vote
Motor Eauloment
Monuments telephone office and which has been for vacation in the senate. When
C. C. KILLINGER
moved to lots opposite the school the matter of vacation: came up, SenFuneral Dlrnctor
Manager
house.
ator Bursum stated I is refusal to
120
M.
N.
Teepbone
Magdalena
vote for it on the ground of the many
serious questions facing the country:
Senator Bursum's cons tituents will
MODERN AND
Just now
realize that a vacation
STEAM HEATED
HOT AND COLD RUNNING! W ATM II
might be desirable to the senator
but the duties of his oil ice demand
his presence here, henq? he voted
against a vacation.
DR. L. A. JESSEN

DENTIST

Hotel Aragon
HERMAN

A. FUNKE. PROP.

MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO
WE USE EVERY EFFORT TO PLEASE OUR PATRONS

Tub iikst dining room service,

MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN
-M-

AGDALENA-

O

!

will be. offered by
Senator Jones of New Mcico when
the Veteran's Compensation measure
comes before the Senate which will
In securlag public
aid
lands under advantageousi circum
stances. The amendment would provide to the sale to world wiar vveterans
of lands classified under the "Stock
raising Homestead Law and a!B similar lands, of not to eixceed 1280
acres of land at $1.25 per acre either
by cash payment or on Aeterred payments at the option of the purchaser
not to exceed forty ye.'irs. No residence on or cultivatioa of these lands
would be required.,
An amendment

rices

flora

.Drop!
These Prlcea

F. 0. B.
Detroit.

$415.00

Touring, Standard
Touring,

Self-Start-

and Demountable Rims

er

Runabout,
Se.-dan-

,

Coupe,
Truci;.,

and Demountable Rims
and Demountable Rims

Selfi-jStart-

Self-Start- er

Pneumatic Equipment

465.00
760.00
690.00

and Demountable Rims

Self-Start- er

510.00
370.00

Runabout, Standard

495.00

.

Ocean to Ocean Garage Co.
I

trans-cripcio-

EAT AT THE

CXR

THE UN I V R S Al?

Incorporated

,

,

Magdalena, New Mexico

It is

self-evide- nt

that the people

of Catron county, the new subdivision of the state of New
Mexico, will want to know what
is going on in the new county.
This paper will publish all official
news in English and Spanish,
besides all local news of interest
both the county and State. We
want every one interested in the
new county to

Subscribe Now
3C

FOR THE

Reserve Advocate
With your help we can make
the paper what it should be and
give you a paper you will enjoy
We want a solicitor who will
canvass the entire county and
it will prove profitable to any
one who takes up the offer and
devotes any time to the work
You do not want to miss an
issue af the paper. Address all
communications to the

ADVOCATE, Reserve, New Mexico
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LONG, FULL SKIRT
Njw Being Featured
Houses.
Paris
by

Garments

THE SUMMER SUIT OF CHECKS

Thing

One of the most disputed points In
Purls at the present time, notes a
fashion writer Is the relative value of
the long, full skirt and the possibility
of Us being definitely accepted. Three
Important houses have featured this
kirt. hut It Is distinctly a tiling apart
from the general collection and always
lor evening.
Jeanne I.nnvin confines her wide
skirted models entirely to designs for
young girls. She argues that the full
skirt hus a distinctly quaint and youthful look and is an appropriate dress
for the young girl, who for some years
lilts had nothing distinctly her own,
Kit lias had to borrow from the styles
nf older women.
I'reinet shows tentatively only a few
models In wide skirts.
One, called
Xante Aline, has attracted a great
ileal of attention.
It Is developed In
a brown taffeta with embroidery In
uietul threads and a bertha und skirt
panel of a very heavy embroidery In
This model, however, has
neither beauty nor becomlngness to
recommend It. It Is simply something.
i'aul Polret has shown the long and
wide skirt for some time.
His models of this character are, however, de
velopments of designs which he has
made for the stage and are not to be
seriously considered from a stnndpolrt
of personal fashions.
These nre the
There are, of
really long skirts.
course, the skirts giving an Impression
of length while being actually short.
Madeleine et Madeleine have been
remarkably successful with their
evening dresses giving a short
effect
READY

WOULD GO FROM

J

.

i

A quiet bridge game In
CHICAGO.
of Jacob Loeb, former president and now a member of
the school board, was Interrupted.
Gathered In a front room at 4800 Klin-bar- k
avenue were Joseph Rosenfleld,
Sydney Loeb, Fred Phlllpson and Herbert A. Loeb. The card chamber was
contiguous to the porch, through an
open door of which streamed a cooling
breeze. Suddenly the voice of a boy
was heard from the sidewalk. .
"Bid five spades," he called.

The players chuckled and dealt
their cards. Mr. Loeb, sipping his lemuttered a pleasant remark
onade,
about the younger generation.
So engrossed were they that they did not
notice thfl entry of a youth with a .45
caliber revolver and a homemade velveteen mask with ragged eyeholes. He

This suit of black and white checks
affords a true breath of summer. The
tailored hat and smart walking staff
complete a street costume of charm
and mode.
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NOVEL POCKETBOOKSAREFAD
Accessaries Feature Brilliant Linings
and Colorful Substances Round
Knob Fasteners.

ii

TIRES

AUTOMOBILE
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Tennessee Farmer Wants to
From House to House and
Tell Everybody About
Tanlac.

..

"If

announced himself with the usual for
mula:
"Hands up!"
The players, thinking they were be
The bandit laing kidded, laughed.
slsted, adding a cuss word or two by
way of emphasis.
Finally the handi
went up.
"No fair," objected Mr. Rosenfleld.
"I've got a good hand for the first
time this evening, and now you make
me display It to the crowd."
The visitor requested him to lay
his wealth on the table. The others
followed suit. Herbert Loeb contrib
uted $100, Jake $180, Sydney anothei
demand was madfl
century. Then
for Jewelry.
"Now, look here, kid, you don't warn
that watch," said mine host, when h
saw his brother's timepiece going Into
the kitty. "That's a present from hl
mother." The watch was returned.
By this time the procedlngs were beginning to Irk Jacob Loeb.
"Well, now, young man," said he,
"you've made a pretty good haul. Suppose you get to h I out of here.".
"That's fair," observed the visitor.
Wherewith he gatnered up his plunder and got.

Doesn't Want to Hear Gabriel's Horn

hltney, wealthy retired fann
er und one of the few survivors of
pioneer days, hns arranged every detail of his funeral when life, which
FOR SUMMER SPORTS
he regards as a misfortune, shall have
EYELASHES THAT PASTE ON ended
for him.
"I wish to be laid away so securely
Artificial
Decoration Proves InnovaHint I shall never hear Gabriel when
tion at Hair Dressing Associahe blows his horn," sulci Whitney, who
tion Exhibition.
personally supervised the digging of
his own grave In Elmwood cemetery.
Ladles' eyelashes have become saleThe grave Is of regulation depth,
able articles. The dressing table In cemented with a layer of solid concrete
milady's boudoir may now be adorned, sides mid bottom to a thickness of
In addition to numerous r.ther things
eight Inches, The men who did the
that admirers assume to lie natural, work have been paid and dismissed,
with artificial lashes that paste on but the boss of the job Is under writ
ten contract to construct a cover of
right over the regular ones.
This innovation in feminine attrac- cement six inches In thickness and
tiveness was on display In New York this in turn to be overlaid with two
recently at the American Ladles' Hair layers of brick placed on edge nnd
Dressing association exhibition.
solidly cemented.
A plain white mnrker has been
Other nature savers Included a half
bobbed wig
to cover
placed at Hie head of the empty grave.
On top of (he stone Its cut the word
long hair, thus relieving the neces"Father," and the date of birth, 3835.
sity of cutting It. A : ruble In movThe date of denth will be cut by a
ing picture form was shown demo1 nstrating how a wife who had lost her workman who has already received his
husband's affection, regained It by re wage.
No minister shall be present when
cheeks.
juvenating her

Jrs

HOUSE TO HOUSE
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He Bids Five Spades and Makes a Slam

vari-tone-

d

gu
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Apart. From the
General Collection and Always
for Evening.

Distinctly

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

tne body Is consigned to Its last rest
lug place. Whitney has already pre
pared his own funeral sermon.
"Life Is an open road death Is t
stone wall!" he has written In thlj
He holds out nc
unique document.
hope for the life eternal, but quallflei
this by adding he would not take one
morsel of expectation from those who
hope In an eternal life beyond death'i
black walls.
Music, If nny, at his funeral must
be bright, gay and cheerful, and thert
must be no flowers.
The funeral mnnuscrlpt Is to be read
by a close friend before the casket
leaves the house. The text now rests
In a little tin box at the head of his
bed, the key fastened securely around
his neck with a bit of ribbon.

Admits He Is World's Champion Hiker

"Erie Cords"
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were not so busy with my
farm work 1 would go from house to
house and tell the people about Tanlac," said A. J. Livingston, a well- known farmer, living near Ashland
City, Tenn.
"1 had stomach and kidney trouble
and suffered torment with my back
and side. The doctors could do nothing for ine, so I wrote to a friend of
mine In Nushvllle about Tanlac. and
he advised me to try It, saying fie had
heard so many favorable reports about
it and sent me a bottle.
"After taking the first bottle 1 felt
so much better thnt 1 ordered another
bottle myself and the result Is 1 am
a well man. I told a friend of mine
about It and ordered a bottle for him
and he had good results. I can eat
anything I want and It don't hurt m.
and can sleep like a log. To tell you
the truth, I just simply feel like a new
man and have more strength and
than I have had In years. It Is
simply the grandest medicine In the
world. I would like to see nil of my
friends and get those who are suffering to try It, and I hope you will reach
them through this testimonial, which
I have gladly given."
Tanlac, the celebrated medicine,
which accomplished such remarkable
results In this man's case. Is a won
derful tonic, appetizer and lnvlgorant.
It builds up the system, creates a
healthy appetite, promotes digestion
and assimilation of the food and
makes you feel strong, sturdy and
well as nature Intended.
Sold by leading druggists every
where. Advertisement.
1

y

Unjust Teacher.
It was the Infant class's alphabet
lesson, and the teacher had pro
gressed as far as the letter "B," when
she. noticed that one little girl was
obviously
Walking over to her, and pointing
to the letter on the blackboard, she
asked :
"Now, Maggie, what letter is that?"
Maggie, of course, did not know, so
teacher, with a gentle shake explained:
"Letter B, letter B."
"Please, teacher," answered the
child, with one tearful eye on the
child next to her, "I ain't touching

for
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DRY CLEANING
GRUNQ
Gaitiionts

Cleaned or dyed any color.
n
work Riven prompt attention, (irunil llulldliiK, 17th A Logan St.

SHOES REPAIRED
where Hi !!. S. It Denrpr prim.
returned our etoense.
EASTERN
YELLOW
TORY,
FRONT,
1553
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Unsatlsfactori work
FACREPAIR
SHOE
STREET.
CHAMPA

The
KODAK
FINISHING.
rjenvir photo Materials Conpiny.

AND

A

RASTMAN KODAK COMPANY.
(26 Sixteenth Street, Denver. Colorado.
for

11.00

simple,
COFFEE a SPICE
end Market sts.. Denier. Colo.

THE
CO.,

on Coffee

Price

Pre-W- nr

send

21it

SPRAY

SANITARY CLEANING AND DYKING

Mall

Ulreo Prompt Attention.

Orders

10 East Cs.fal.

WANTED
machine
pressman,

combination
Compositors,
and floor man, cylinder
folding: machine operator
and stock cutter; open shop, American
for
plan; 48 hours. Unions on strikeCom44 hours.
The Globe Printing
pany, Denver, Colorado.
MAKCKI, WAVING We lead In this as
all other lines. Charles Hair & Beauty
Shop, 410 16th St, Denver, Colo.

roll 1643Al.l,

l'l.OWIOHS

Park Floral

Y

OCCASIONS.

Broadway.
Hair 'Goods

Co.,

IIEAUTY PA Kl. oils.
by
mall. MMIicent Hart Co.. 721 lath St.
HOIIM-Al.t.K- N
CO. DiaJFWKI.UY
monds, watches, silverware. Out town

orders careful attention Est.

1873.

Rndlnnt

St.
llennty Shoo. 1MB Welton ear
made Into switches and
Comblng-on
hair
goods.
puffs.
Special prices
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pleating,
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PI,KATING
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hemstitching, corered buttons and but
for catalog.
1523 Stout, Denser, Colo,
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FOREST
OPENS

1323

PRICES,
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Denver.
Frequent rains have been
a boon to the western forests this
spring, and the officers of the forest
service, United States Department of
Agriculture, express themselves as
greatly relieved at escaping a danger
which hus been keeping tliein on the
anxious sent.
The danger was that If the summer
fire season came on as usual their
control of the national forests would
be Impossible with the funds available
before July 1, when a new fiscal year
begins. Hence the relief that frequent
rains have kept the forests too damp
her!"
to permit dangerous conditions to become general.
Important to all Women
Diit the government foresters do not
consider that this is entirely due to
Readers of this Paper favorable weather and timely rains.
The public Is becoming interested in
Thousands upon thousands of women forest preservation, and the
have kidney or bladder trouble and never
story of the destruction caused
suspect it.
human carelessness is beginning to
Women's complaints often prove to be by
The United
make Its Impression.
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
States leads all nations in forest fires.
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are Dot in a healthy con- With over 30,000 fires per year, dedition, they may cause the other organs stroying nearly $20,000,000 worth of
to become diseased.
timber nnd property, this country has
e
You may suffer pain in the back,
world outclassed.
the
and loss of ambition.
There have only been four' large
Poor health makes you nervous, irritable and may be despondent; it makes any fires so fur this year in the 147 national forests scattered throughout the
one so.
one In
But hundreds of women claim that Dr. country one in Minnesota,
,
Kilmer's
by
restoring
Florida, and the other two In Arizona,
health to the kidneys, proved to be just one of which started in Old Mexico
the remedy needed to overcome such and
swept across the internatloual
conditions.
is nn exceptional recMany send for a sample bottle to see boundary. This
what
the great kidney, ord and means much to the forest
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bead-ach-

for his first trip around the globe,
which took two years and four months,
Terra cotta velours covert coat, se.
landed at Charleston, S. 0. for the
vere skirt of striped material to harsecond trip, taking two years nnd five
Among the accessories for summer
monize, simple blouse, and collar, nar- use are ninny Interesting pocketbooks.
months, nnd at Hoboken, N. J., for
row brimmed sailor of rough straw Some of these reflect the insplrutlon
the third trip, which occupied three
of Egypt In their exquisitely curved
years. "I'm just walking for exercise
completes this smart sport costume.
now," he said.
mountings. Brilliant linings are a
Summer Parasols.
Lnmhretli is "hard as a nail," ap
feature of these novelties.
There are uttractive bugs made of
Styles In parasols this summer are
Ml
pears to be about thirty-fivyears old
Inclined to be conservative, although blue faille silk. One Is fastened with
Instead of fifty, which is his real age.
some bizarre effects are to be noted. a beautiful wedgwood
cameo.
The
pack contalninj
WOltTlI, TEX If E. F. He carries a
The most popular shape will lie a rath- lining of cornl silk Is edged with a FORT
of this city isn't the everything necessary for his Journey,
er flat ono, suggesting the Japanese tiny border of
flowers.
champion hiker of the world, who isV which began at Liverpool, England,
sunshade In plain colors. Handles are
Others are finished with round I.uiiihi'cth admits the championship. January 1, 1897, under a contract with
as conservative as the shapes. Some knob fasteners that are most effec- He says he Is now
nearly 2(),(XK) miles various walking associations of which
he Is a member, to pay him $195,000
parasols are to be had In fringe ef- tive. These are ninde from various over the record for
fects, the vogue for this Spanish .In- colorful substances, the most elabor- walking, having traveled three times If he broke the world's record.
fluence extending everywhere.
ate being Inlaid with real stones.
He hns done this, received $130,000
around (lie earth, covering 270,000
miles. lie walked nil the distance ex- and Is to round out an even 300,00i
cept on ocean trips and then paced miles by July 11, 1024, when he rethe decks of ships constantly to make turns to his home In Texas. With the
exception of three months spent in a
tip for It as much as possible.
it- lie has walked 25,000 miles In South hospital after being wounded at
Forerunners of Latest Decree of
urate coats of worsted jersey, frocks Antciieii, 10,0!)!) miles in Mexico and the battle of San Junn
Hill,
of alpaca In sport colors, linen frocks,
Are Making Debut
Central America, 15,000 mi!s In Can- while a member of Col. Roosevelt's
in Big City Shops.
homespun frocks nnd the supremely ada, Alaska and Newfoundland, and Rough Riders, and two and
satisfactory ensemble suit dress and 7..fl.'!0 miles in Europe nnd Asia.
years as a shipbuilder at Hog Island
To be garbed In sleeveless attire, coat combination of Imported tweeds
Starting from Liverpool, England, during the world war, Lambreth has
on each of his trips, "(lie walkln'est walked to and fro over the earth since
yet completely sleeved, Is the newest and Jersey.
Now, the equestrienne, who ts
man In the world" landed in New York 1897.
prerogative of feminity, paradoxical
the most insistent on smartness
though it may seem.
of
of
all
attire
The forerunners of this latest desport lovers. Is seizing
cree of fashlonnblcness for summer upon the sleeveless coat idea as a find "Rabbit-Eare- d,
und autumn, making their debut In worth having and holding, nnd is keepbig city shops, ore so pleasing that ing a close second on the golfers In CENTRAL CITY, COLO. The
City do not have
they promise to take with a furore that the numbers of users.
rabbit ears; neither are they
should undoubtedly carry the vogue
;
Sheer Stockings.
moreover, they are not
with genuine popularity over Into the
The warmer the weather grows the
Rising ns their champion in
winter.
Just now this vogue finds Its most sheerer become milady's stockings. this respect, William M. Kirk, a mining man of this region, with $20,000
interesting outlet In sport attire of The sheerness of chiffon silk In stockfabrics made up Into garments for nil ings began with the blacks, but now worth of resentment us an added Inthe activities of the
days. has spread to ninny of the fashionable centive, has asked the district court
The woman golfer was the first to colors, some of which add so much to of (illpln county to adjudicate the ears
value the sleeveless coat and sweater the effect of the sheerness as to make und knees of the female population.
Kirk's singular defense of the womfor Its Indispensable comfort and free- one look twice to see If any stocken Is embodied In the complaint In a he advised the "rabbit-eared- ,
dom, nnd this season the designers are ings are being worn at all. The cobof Gilpin county
giving her wonderfully woven ones of web weaves are coming within reach suit which he has filed against T. R.
Bilk nnd wool In the vivid contrasting this season, too, and mny be hnd now
Gndahny, another mining man of this not to vote for Kirk, the latter asserts
In the smart shops for lower
In the first Instance Kirk Kirk resentu such reference to women
section.
prices.
stripes that add a most delightful bit
Some of the sheerest shades are grays,
demands f20,000 dumages for alleged of Gilpin county. In his complaint n
of brilliant coloring to the links.
sand, beige, cordovan, African brown libel. He alleges that Cudahoy, lost denies this and all other charges thai
Chiffon alpnen Is predicted for someIn sport and blue.
October, when Kirk was a candidate form the basis of his action.
thing of a sensation-creato- r
In reply to Kirk's suit Cudahaj
for county commissioner, published In
garments. It might he termed the
aca local paper an article designed to pleaded the truth of the charges h
Directoire Suits.
tweed."
Tweed,
ridicule him and hold him up to public made against Kirk. He asserts In hit
Many new suits suggest the direccepted as It Is as the aristocrat of
Cuda-haanswer thnt Kirk's reputation Is not
sport materlnls, Is Impossible for real toire period. The very wide cuffs, the contempt. Among other things,
accused Kirk, according to the worth the $20,000 value that bas been
summer days, nnd chiffon alpnea will standing collar, the wide revert are
very IlkeJy assume Its place for warm shown on some charming Imported laiter's allegations, of being a "cave placed upon It
man love maker" and referred to him
Cudahay was also arrested with th
weather. Another feature In Its favor costumes.
as "Wild Bill Kirk."
which gives
Cudahay also editor of the weekly paper In which
is Its
Ruffles and Collar.
claimed, according to Kirk's complaint, his statement concerning Kirk wai
It superiority over linen.
Dainty blouses have round collars that he had been swindled of valuable published, for criminal libel. He bat
Continuing even Into the Held of
retained former District Judge Harrj
by Kirk.
len strictly sport garments, this mode trimmed with ruffles, which are edged o lnlng property
In the course of Cudahay's charges 3. Class uv counsel.
of leevetessnesi will be Been !n sep- - with color.
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SLEEVELESS ATTIRE IS THE LATEST

one-hn-

per-hn-

Weak Kneed Sob Sisters"
weak-knee-

Swamp-Root-

Swamp-Roo-

liver and bladder medicine, will do for
them.
By enclosing ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., you
may receive sample size bottle by Parcel
You can purchase medium and
Post.
large size bottles at all drug stores.

Substituted.
"So you have taken to carrying
around a monkey! This is going too

tar !"

"Well, you never go anywhere
with me," was his wife's somewhat
ambiguous retort.

FRECKLES
Now

ttio Time
bThese

to Gat Rid of

Uily Spot.
There's no longer the alishtest need ot
as Othlne
feeling aihamed ot Isyour freckles, to
remove
double atrength
guaranteed
these homely epots.
Simply get an ounae of Othlne double
apply
strength from your druggist, and and
you
little of It night and morning
should aoon see that even the worst freckles
have begun to disappear, while the lighter
ones have vanished entirely. It Is seldom
to comthat more than one ounoe Is needed beautiful
pletely cle.r the akin and gain a
clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength
Othlne, ait this is sold under guarantee ot
money back It It falls to remove freckles.

d

weak-knee-

)

Live )p to Their Name.
The French invented the automobile,
and they also Invented the name. It Is
derived from the Greek "Autos," self,
and the French "mobile," movable, al
so uncertain and changeable. Perhaps
It Is because of Its name that some
automobiles are so temperamental-Oncan't very well call a thing uncertain and unchangeable and expect It
to act In any other manner.
LADIES CAN WEAR SHOES
One else amaller and walk in comfort br
antisepusing ALLEN'S FOOTEASE, the Into
the
Shaken
tic powder for the feet. foot-batAllen's
ihoee and sprinkled In the
TootssEaae makee tight or new shoes feel
lasy; gives Instant relief to corns, bunions
and callouses, prevents Blisters, Callous and
ore Spots..

y

Al Bert "How do these love tri
angles usually end?" Phil Bert
"Most, of them turn Into a
Science and Invention.
wreck-tangle-

A wise man flatters a woman by
telling her that he Is unable to understand her.

service.

Eighty per cent of the forest fires
in the United States
during the past five years were due to
human carelessness. A camp fire left
burning, a lighted match or cigarette
but thoughtlessly thrown aside, the foresters say, often cause conflagrations
that take days and weeks of hard
work to suppress. It is for this reason
that they ask evsry good citizen to
adopt as part of his daily creed the
motto of the forest service PUT
OUT, KEEP OUT, FOREST FIRES.

that occurred

School Benefits by Page Will,
Washington. A $50,000 endowment
for the establishment by the Orchestral Association of Chicago of a public school of music In memory of her
brother, Is contained In the will of the
late Florence Lnthrop Page, wife of
Thomas Nelson Page, former ambassador to Italy, filed here for probate.
It disposes of an estate estimated at
$1,500,000, and In addition to a bequest
of $250,000 and life use of household
f
effects, Mr. Page will receive
the Income from the residue of tjtie estate during his life time, the other
half going to Mrs. Page's daughters.
one-hal-

Woman Will Get Father' Seat.
Springfield, 111. Governor Small
will appoint Mrs. Winifred Mason
In ConHuck ns a member-atdarggress to complete the unexpired terra
of her father, the late William E. Moon. A resolution empowering the governor to fill the vacancy has been
adopted by the Legislature.
e

Discover Man With Three Voices.
Washington. The federal board for
wocatlonnl education has discovered
man whose vocation, apparently, Is
to be a chorus all by himself. He is
Joseph Kaufman, disabled veteran,
and is. able, the board's announcement
asserts, "to sing in three voices at one
time," sounding like "three men akfM
Ing In unison." Only one similar cnA'
has 'ever been known in the United
States. Kaufman is described also as
"an accomplished and versatile saxophone player."
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